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James 0 . Freedman officially took office as 
Dean of the University of Pennsylvania Law School 
on January 1, 1979. 
A proper introduction of Dean Freedman to 
Alumni will appear in the Spring issue of The Law 
Alumni journal since this book was at press at the 
time of the Dean 's appointment. 
On the cover are, in the center, Dean James 0 . 
Freedman flanked by former Dean judge Louis 
H. Pollak to his left, and Acting Dean Covey T. Oliver 
to his right. 
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From the Congressional Record, July 10, 1978 
Mr. President, Two weeks ago the Senate 
Judiciary Committee held hearings on Dean Louis 
Pollak's nomination to become a Federal Judge for 
the Eastern District of Pennsylvania. 
It is very satisfying to see Lou Pollak on the 
verge of becoming a Federal Judge. Lou Pollak will 
be an extraordinary judge. 
Justice Benjamin Cardozo once wrote that a 
great judge is half-historian and half-prophet That 
statement, written many years ago, is still true 
today. Its truth is at the heart of the promise that 
Lou Pollak holds for our Federal Judiciary. 
Dean Pollak is an accomplished historian of 
our legal and constitutional system-a first rate 
student of America's constitutional development 
His legal scholarship is well known . His acuity 
ranks high among those qualities which have 
brought him positions as Dean of the law schools 
of both Yale and the University of Pennsylvania . 
As a teacher and practitioner of law, Lou 
Pollak knows the importance of precedent, conti-
nuity and predictability in a legal system. But he 
has also demonstrated his knowledge that the law 
must grow and change as it seeks to further a 
greater continuity-the search for a more just soci-
ety. That large vision led Lou Pollak to challenge 
laws. which served as barriers to racial and eco-
nomic justice. 
In the 1950's, he passed up the lucrative pri-
vate practice of law to work for economic justice 
as counsel to the Amalgamated Clothing Workers . 
And in the early 1960's, he placed his commit-
ment on the line through active participation in 
the struggle of Black Americans for their civil 
rights . He argued for racial justice from the court-
houses of Alabama to the Supreme Court of the 
United States. 
Lou Pollak 's measured voice is truly half that 
of a historian, half that of a visionary. And since 
judicial decision-making in its highest reaches is 
not discovery but creation, a process requiring 
both an understanding of the past and a vision of 
where decisions will and should lead in the future, 
Dean Pollak will be an exceptional judge. 
-Senator Edward M . Kennedy 
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Remarks at the 
Investiture of 
Louis H. Pollak 
as a 
United States District Judge 
May It Please The Court: 
We are here today in a familiar ceremony, a 
ceremony from which familiarity cannot detract 
the awesomeness of enrobing a man with the 
powers of a Judge of this United States District 
Court, binding him upon his solemn affirmation to 
exercise those powers faithfully under the 
constitution. 
There are other courts of ultimate recourse, 
but this court is the cornerstone upon which the 
whole federal system of justice is laid. It is a forum 
for the ultimate test of constitutionality of state 
and federal statutes and procedures, the complex 
litigation arising out of government regulation and 
standard setting, the wracking disputes over lia-
bility for death and bodily harm, the sensitive, 
sometimes monumental conflicts over individual 
rights within our constitutional system, and the 
arcane traditions of admiralty and the law of the 
seas. 
For nearly a quarter of a century, give or take 
a few years, the Standing Committee on the 
Federal Judiciary of the American Bar Association 
has had a part in the judicial selection process, 
in investigating and advising the Department of 
justice on the qualifications of prospective 
appointees to all of the federal courts . Each judi-
cial circuit has a representative on the Committee 
with one member-at-large who serves as chairman; 
and recently the two largest circuits, the Fifth and 
the Ninth, have been given two representatives to 
share in this work . The men and women who serve 
on this committee are conscientious people, mostly 
seasoned trial lawyers, experienced in the federal 
courts, and pretty knowledgeable of the circuits in 
which they work. The committee is kind of a dis-
criminating conduit of an informed consensus of 
community opinion, tested by standards developed 
over the years, on those ineffable qualities of 
character, competence, humanity and wisdom that 
have the best potential for perfectibility in a judge. 
It is hardly an exact science, for good judges are 
rarely born and seldom made; they grow in their 
capacity as they work at the craft. 
Ours in not a casual undertaking, nor a ritual 
endorsement of members of an old-school-tie 
fraternity. It involves extensive interviews with 
by Robert M. Landis, L' 47 
3rd Circuit Representative 
of the Standing Committee 
on the Federal Judiciary of 
the American 
Bar Association 
September 8, 1978 
judges, lawyers, law school deans, teachers, com-
munity leaders of all creeds and ethnic back-
grounds who are widely representative of the bar, 
the bench and the community which these judges 
must serve, to explore every aspect of their quali-
fications of professional competence, character 
and integrity and judicial temperament. 
When the record is completed, it is carefully 
studied and submitted to a vote of all the commit-
tee members. Each prospect is seen in this national 
perspective and judged by standards of excellence 
that have been tested over the years, that are con-
stantly re-examined, and that are flexible enough 
to accommodate the wide range of talent, exper-
ience and individuality that can be marshaled to 
serve our courts, taking account of the need for 
broader representation on the bench of women 
and racial minority persons. 
The task is humbling and demanding. But 
occasionally there comes a person whose preemi-
nence in the law, whose service to the pub I ic and 
the profession, whose probity and character are so 
widely known and acclaimed that an evaluation by 
this committee seems almost gratuitous. Such a 
man we have today. 
A constitutional scholar and law teacher of 
international renown, his interests and energy have 
carried him widely about the country and the 
world into the councils and conferences where 
matters of import to the law are often discussed 
and sometimes decided. An accomplished advo-
cate who has argued some of the great civil rights 
cases in the Supreme Court, he has ranged through 
the federal courts of Alabama and the National 
Labor Relations Board, presided over significant 
public employee fact-finding tribunals, and even 
penetrated a South African magistrate's tribunal in 
the memorable Biko inquest. 
Service as a District judge is the fulfillment 
for him of a whole life given to the law, of teach-
ing, of practice, of government service, of adminis-
tration and now the culmination of all this, at the 
height of his powers and the beginning of a judicial 
career. A modest man who wears his learning as 
easily as he turns his elegant phrases, a public man 
who has taken to the barricades when great moral 
and social issues were at risk, a private man who, 
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in the thoughtful solitude of his chambers, makes 
up his mind with reason and deliberation and acts 
decisively, secure in loyal friendships, but beyond 
the reach of partisan appeal or personal influence . 
As Holmes used to say, he has shared in the 
action and passion of our times. In his moral uni-
verse, no problem is rightly settled unless it is 
settled in a constitutional way. He brings to this 
great court an open mind, a vigorous intellect, a 
relentless sense of duty infused with wisdom and 
compassion, and an abiding comm itment to our 
constitutional system of justice. 
I am privileged on behalf of the Standing 
Committee on the Federal Judiciary of the Ameri-
can Bar Association to welcome my friend, Louis 
H. Pollak, as a Judge of the United States District 
Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania. 
5 
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The Alumni Office-
A New Image 
The Law School Community 
welcomed Christopher F. Mooney, 
L'78, and Carroll Anne Sheppard 
to the Office of Alumni Affairs 
this fall. 
The appointment of Mr. 
Mooney as Assistant Dean for 
Alumni Affairs has resulted in 
major modifications in the struc-
ture of the office personnel. In 
addition to overseeing the areas 
of alumni relations and develop-
ment, Dean Mooney works as 
advisor to the School's graduate 
student population and is explor-
ing the development of a program 
of continuing legal education. 
Dean Mooney, a 1978 J.D. 
recipient from Penn Law School, 
was graduated from Loyola Uni-
versity prior to joining the jesuit 
Order. He received a Master's 
Degree in History from Loyola, 
furthered his theological studies 
at Woodstock College, and com-
pleted a Doctoral Degree at the 
Catholic University of Paris. In 
1964, he taught Rei igion and Soci-
ety at Fordham University and, 
from 1965-69, chaired that Depart-
ment until he became President 
of Woodstock College. He earned 
a Master of Studies in Law from 
Yale Law School prior to com-
pleting the J. D. program at this 
Law School in the spring. Mr. 
Mooney has been visiting profes-
sor at numerous colleges and uni-
versities and, in the summer of 
1977, was a staff member with 
the general counsel of the United 
States Commission on Civil 
Rights. 
Dean Mooney has written 
prolifically-four books and an 
endless number of articles which 
have appeared in periodicals and 
other publications. He also serves 
on the boards of editorial, profes-
sional and religious organizations. 
Carroll Anne Sheppard re-
places Lloyd S. Herrick in the 
area of Annual Giving and Devel-
opment. Mrs. Sheppard graduated 
from the University of Pennsyl-
vania with a degree in Anthro-
pology, and she received a degree 
in Ethnology at Oxford University 
in England, where she studied as 
a Thouron Fellow. Mrs. Sheppard 
is experienced in museum work 
both as curator and organizer of 
educational materials, but came 
to the Law School directly from 
the Philadelphia Zoo where, since 
197 4, she held the position of 
Assistant Development Officer, 
working in the areas of fund-
raising and membership 
development. 
Libby S Harwitz remains as 
Editor of The Law Alumni journal 
and also coordinates reunions and 
Law School special events like 
Law Alumni Day and the Owen J. 
Roberts Memorial Lecture. 
Cass Lavan,the secretary of 
the Alumni Affairs Office, con-
tinues to efficiently manage all 
information that passes through 
the Office. 
General Alumni Activities 
The General Alumni Society 
of the University of Pennsylvania 
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sponsors a variety of exciting pro-
grams open to the entire Univer-
sity family. As Law School alumni, 
you are invited to take advantage 
of the many continuing education 
seminars and lectures, sporting 
events, theater parties, low-cost 
family activities and world-wide 
tours offered by the Society. 
It is easy to be placed on the 
mailing list. Just write to: The 
General Alumni Society, EisP.nlohr 
Hall, 3812 Walnut Street, Phila-
delphia, PA 19104. 
A Special Thanks to l'38 
This fall a luncheon, attended 
by Law School Faculty and 
Administration and members of 
the Class of 1938, was held to 
formally acknowledge and honor 
a unique concept adopted by 
that Class. 
To commemorate their 40th 
reunion, a perpetual fund was 
established by 1938 to benefit the 
Biddle Law Library. The fund 
insures that, until the death of the 
last person in that Class, suffi-
cient monies both through income 
and/or reduction of principal will 
be available for the dedication of 
appropriate books for Biddle in 
memory of each deceased class-
mate. 
The Library, over the years, 
has fallen into dire financial need. 
Biddle Library and the entire Law 
School Community are grateful to 
the Class of 1938 and to Sylvan 
M. Cohen, Chairman of the Fund, 
for this sensitive expression of 
loyalty and generosity. 
Transitions- Pollak to Oliver 
It has been the Law School's 
extreme good fortune that Covey 
T. Oliver, Ferdinand Wakeman 
Hubbell Professor of Law Emeri-
tus, agreed to fill the void as 
Acting Dean upon the elevation 
of Dean Louis H. Pollak to the 
Federal bench. 
Mr. Oliver's gracious yet firm 
hand has maintained the dignity 
and strength of the Office and, 
Symposium 7 
until such time as the permanent 
Dean is named, all can be assured 
that the Law School continues to 
flourish. We feel the following 
statement best expresses the Law 
School 's sentiments to Acting 
Dean Oliver. 
Remarks made by Bernard G. 
Segal, L'31, at the dual Resigna-
tion Ceremonies for Louis H. 
Pollak, Dean, and Induction Cere-
monies for Covey T. Oliver, 
Acting Dean, on August 29, 1978. 
"At the ceremonies marking 
the retirement of Dean Jefferson 
B. Fordham, after fifteen extraor-
dinarily productive years in the 
post, I was asked how I thought 
the Law School would fare with-
out Dean Fordham's sterling 
leadership. Curiously, the same 
question was put to me concern-
ing the Law School after Dean 
Pollak would be on the Bench 
instead of conducting this institu-
tion's affairs . My answer on both 
9
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occasions is best expressed in the 
response of a taxicab driver to a 
woman whom he was driving on a 
tour of our nation's capital. As 
they were passing the building 
housing the Archives of the 
United States, the passenger, 
reading the words "What is past 
is prologue," asked: 
"Cabby, what do those words 
mean?" 
" Lady," the cabby responded, 
" they mean, you ain't seen 
nothing yet." 
At the Law School of the 
University of Pennsylvania, Covey 
Oliver has become a tradition in 
his own time; and we of the Law 
School regard him as one of our 
proudest possessions. 
We readily concede that 
Covey was born in far-off Texas, 
and that it was there that he was 
launched on his teaching career; 
and that the University of Cali-
fornia Law School at Berkeley 
can rightly say that five years 
later it latched on to Covey, gave 
him his first Professorship, and 
held on to him for seven years. 
But it is our Law School that can 
boast that we have maintained 
our hold on him from 1956 until 
what for a moment I shall, with 
apology, call his " retirement " 22 
years later. Hold on to him, did 
I say? Well-while at the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania Law School, 
Covey must have established an 
all-time record for miles traveled 
away from the Law School- by 
air, by train, by automobile, by 
horse, and I suspect by donkey as 
I notice some of the places to 
which he has gone since he joined 
our faculty. But we could never 
complain because, whether he 
took leave to serve as Ambassa-
dor from the United States to 
Colombia, or as Assistant Secre-
tary of State, or as Executive 
Director of the World Bank 
Group, or as a member of the 
United States delegations to 
numerous international confer-
ences or of any of the other gov-
ernment, editorial, or academic 
magnets which drew him away 
from time to time, our Law 
School always proved to be the 
strongest magnet which always 
brought him back from these far 
away diversions, back to what 
had become a cherished and chal-
lenging home for him. 
And that was a good thing 
for our students. For as Professor, 
Covey 01 iver converted each day 
in the classroom into an enriching 
experience. He is a superb 
teacher- clear, perceptive, inspir-
ing, and he has won the abiding 
affection and unbounded regard 
of his students. The poet could 
truly say of Professor Oliver, "For 
him, the teacher's chair became 
a throne." 
When Covey achieved his 
"well-deserved and long-coveted 
'retirement'," as Dean Pollak 
termed it, this was intended to 
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permit him to proceed with schol-
arly projects dear to him from 
which his busy career had so long 
kept him. I personally never 
believed, however " well-deserved 
and long-coveted" retirement 
might be, that Covey would be 
permitted to remain in " retire-
ment
" 
very long. He is too rare an 
individual. His experience is too 
rare and his versatility is too rare. 
And fortunately , he also has most 
unusual loyalty to the school to 
which he has already given so 
much. And therefore, he is willing 
to make still another contribution 
to help our institution maintain 
its acknowledged position as one 
of the nation's best and most 
prestigious law schools . 
Covey, we are grateful to you 
for eliminating our concern over 
Dean Pollak's leaving for however 
lofty a cause, and for your there-
by providing assurance that the 
affairs of the Law School during 
the months immediately ahead 
will continue to be conducted as 
heretofore in a manner com-
pletely acceptable to our stu-
dents, faculty , and alumni, and to 
the University administration as 
well" 
And More Transitions ... 
-As of july 1,1978, Profes-
sor james 0. Freedman (formerly 
Associate Dean of the Law 
School) became Associate Provost 
of the University of Pennsylvania . 
-As of July 1, 1978, Profes-
sor Morris S. Arnold has become 
Associate Dean of the Law School 
in succession to Professor 
Freedman. 
-As of july 1, 1978, Alan T. 
Cathcart, L74 , a specialist in Tax-
ation, has joined the Faculty as 
an Assistant Professor. 
-As of july 1, 1978, Associate 
Professors Alexander M. Capron 
and Gerald E. Frug were pro-
moted to the rank of Professor. 
Our Visiting Faculty 
This fall semester, the Law 
School plays host to four visiting 
professors: 
Robert W. Hamilton, Professor 
of Law at the University of Texas, 
is teaching Contracts and Current 
Problems of the Federal Adminis-
trative Process . 
Carl Schneider, L'56, is on 
leave from his law practice at 
Wolf, Block, Shorr and Solis-
Cohen, Philadelphia , to head the 
Law School 's Center for Study of 
Financial Institutions for the 
entire year 1978-79. 
Stanislaw Soltysinski, Associ-
ate Professor of Law at Adama 
Mickiewicza University, Poland, is 
visiting the School after a two-
year absence. He teaches Com-
parative Law, a seminar entitled 
Legal Problems in East-West 
Trade, and International Business 
Transactions in Industrial Prop-
erty. 
Welsh S. White, L'65, Profes-
sor of Law at the University of 
Pittsburgh Law School , is teaching 
in the area of Criminal Law. 
Symposium 9 
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Featured lventr 
Judge Hufstedler Delivered 
1978 Roberts Lecture 
Invisible Searches for Intangible Things : Regu-
lation of Governmental Information Gathering was 
the title of the address presented by Hon. Shirley 
M . Hufstedler, Judge of the United States Court of 
Appeals for the Ninth District, at this year's Owen 
J. Roberts Memorial Lecture. 
In her presentation, the Judge dealt with the 
manner in which the Constitution offers individual 
protection of invasion of privacy, and the ways in 
which the Court System has failed to uphold the 
protection of unreasonable governmental sur-
veillance. 
As has been the tradition, the entire Lecture 
will appear in the University of Pennsylvania Law 
Review. 
The Annual Lecture, which is sponsored by the 
Pennsylvania Chapter of the Order of the Coif, the 
Law Alumni Society, and The Law School, was 
followed by dinner in the University Museum's 
Upper Egyptian Gallery. This year four Owen J. 
Roberts Lecturers including Judge Hufstedler were 
in attendance at the proceedings. Present were 
Acting Dean Covey T. Oliver, the 1970 Lecturer; 
Dean Erwin N. Griswold, the Lecturer for 1971; and 
Hon. Edward H. Levi, the 1977 Roberts Lecturer. 
12
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Commencement 1978 
Exercises for the graduating Class of 1978 
were held this past May 22. The brilliant spring sun 
intensified the conflicting feelings of elation, 
apprehension, festivity and introspection which 
often accompany such a milestone. 
At the ceremony, Dean Louis H. Pollak intro-
duced the Law School's 1978 Honorary Fellow, 
Hans F. Loeser, a partner in the Boston firm of 
Foley, Hoag and Eliot. His message to the Class 
dealt with the philosophy espoused by his private, 
large-city firm-that of combining a lucrative corpo-
rate practice with public service in law-related 
fields. 
Mr. Loeser discussed the drama and excite-
ment he experienced with his "first big case," one 
involving a Civil Aeronautics Board proceeding 
where 11 airlines battled for the New York City-
Miami route. He compared this case to another 
more recent one that his firm had handled-a class 
action suit in which their clients "challenged the 
method by which funds were raised and allocated 
in our state [Massachusetts] to pay public school 
costs, as violative of statutory and constitutional 
equal protection guarantees." Such a case, obvi-
ously, does not hold the flash of a matter which 
involves airlines flying between New York City and 
Miami. However, its import lies with the thousands 
of families and the futures of more thousands of 
children who are affected "if the courts could be 
persuaded to bring about change in a system under 
which the quality of children's education may 
depend on whether their parents happen to live in 
a property-rich or a property-poor town." 
"All is not well in the public interest sector," 
reported Loeser. "Public interest commitments 
have not kept pace with the enormous growth of 
law firms that has taken place over the last 10 
years." He offered some reasons for this decline. 
Many lawyers graduated in the late 1960's and 
early 70's, who went with firms for the purpose of 
interspersing private sector activities with public 
interest work, have gradually "fallen victim to con-
suming demands, and the excitement and gratifi-
cation of private work." In addition, challenging 
public interest work for private lawyers is be-
Featured Events 11 
coming progressively difficult to find. This is not to 
imply that there is no public interest work avail-
able. There are enormous unfilled needs below the 
surface involving racial discrimination, in educa-
tion, child abuse, prisoner's rights, violations of 
equal employment rights, and equal voting rights-
ALL offering fertile ground for pro bono work. One 
need only look a bit harder. 
Mr. Loeser's concluding remarks were a charge 
to the Class of 1978. Engaging in public interest 
work in one way or another is NOT a matter of 
choice or an option to "take or leave." Rather, "it 
is an explicit ethical obligation which one accepts 
upon becoming a lawyer. Even more fundamen-
tally, the conscientous discharge of that profes-
sional obligation is essential to our self-respect 
as a profession and, ultimately, to our self-
preservation." 
13
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14 Legal Assistance Office 
The Penn Legal Assistance Office: 
Theory and Practice in Learning and 
Lawyering 
by Mark Spiegel, 
Assistant Professor of Law, University 
of Pennsylvania Law School, 
and Coordinator of the 
Law School's Clinical Program 
The Law School opened the Penn Legal Assis-
tance Office, a teaching law office, in the Fall of 
1977. Here each semester, approximately thirty 
Penn law students represent clients under the 
supervision of experienced attorneys and engage in 
intensive discussion and study of the lawyering 
work they are doing. The following article sketches 
the developments within legal education and the 
Law School that led to the opening of the office 
and discusses the manner in which we try to com-
bine the theory and practice of law. 
A Short History of Legal Education 
as It Relates to Clinical Education 
Over the past 100 years or so, since the age of 
Langdell, American Legal education can be viewed 
as having been shaped by the need to contend 
with two problems: how to gain control from the 
practicing bar over the certifying process of the 
profession, and how to become a legitimate part of 
the intellectual world of the University. Contending 
with these problems naturally led to the avoidance 
of anything in law school that looked too much 
like apprenticeship and, traditionally, little time if 
any had been spent teaching law by having stu-
dents represent real clients . Consequently, except 
for aberrational articles by people like Karl 
Llewellyn and Jerome Frank, until recently there 
was little thought and virtually no serious experi-
mentation by American law schools in what might 
be accomplished by combining theory with prac-
tice. This history lingers on because of a percep-
tion that there is an underlying tension between 
the goals of American law schools and those of 
clinical education. 
Nevertheless, over the last ten years, clinical 
programs have been instituted in law schools. 
Although 
I 
cannot claim to explain with confidence 
the causes, a review of some of the forces that 
have contributed to this change will help put the 
present situation in perspective . 
First, I don't believe that American legal 
education has changed its goals of becoming an 
intellectually valid part of the University and of 
controlling the certifying process Rather, it is my 
hunch that the close-to-complete achievement of 
these goals has made it possible for law schools to 
more comfortably explore clinical education. 
Second, in developing clinical education programs, 
law schools responded to students' complaints of 
the late sixties that the second and third years of 
law school were boring and lacked relevance. 
These complaints were perceived as legitimate by 
a significant part of law school faculties who felt 
unsure of the "mission" of law school after the 
first year. Coalescing with these demands were two 
outside forces that made feasible the inauguration 
of clinical courses: the rise of the legal services 
16
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programs which provided a socially acceptable 
fieldwork vehicle, and the Council for Legal Educa-
tion and Professional Responsibility, a foundation 
which provided money. Cynics would say only this 
last factor-money-was critical. Regardless of the 
validity of this view, clinical education did not 
emerge from consensus that time was ripe for 
large-scale educational innovation in law schools 
or that clinical education was a necessary part of 
a law school education. Instead, clinical education 
was simply a way of enabling students to get out 
of the classroom to experience the real world with 
a minimum of law school involvement. Therefore, 
little thought was given to basic questions concern-
ing what clinical education had to offer law stu-
dents and law schools other than the opportunity 
for the earlier acquisition of real life experience. 
Since the not-too-distant past of the late 
1960's there have been changes. Law schools and 
clinicians have begun to explore seriously what law 
schools can add to learning from experience and 
what there is about lawyering, as a subject matter, 
that usefully can be taught in law school. 
These changes have developed from certain 
assumptions about clinical education and its 
appropriate role in a law school. A wide range of 
programs and activities in law school have been 
called "clinical." Some are pure simulation such as 
Appellate Advocacy or Trial of an Issue of Fact; 
others place students in real activities but with 
little client contact; still others have students pri-
marily responsible for representing clients. As the 
above history suggests, these programs developed 
in response to particular institutional pressures, not 
out of a coherent theory of clinical education. 
Having the wisdom of hindsight, we now can begin 
to abstract the common elements that make these 
programs clinical: students are placed in the role 
of lawyer and are asked to perform while in that 
role. Learning then proceeds from the students' 
experience in that role and the analysis of that 
experience. 
But why utilize clinical methodology in law 
school? If learning proceeds primarily from the 
experience of being in the role of lawyer and if 
placing people in this role is sufficient to create a 
successful experiential learning model, then law 
Legal Assistance Office 15 
schools are both an inappropriate and expensive 
place for this type of education . Won't the same 
kind of learning occur during the first few years of 
practice or via released time arrangements? 
Clinicians believe otherwise. We believe that 
there are ways to structure learning by experience 
that enhance learning beyond what practice itself 
provides. Clinical programs should focus closely on 
the role of the lawyer and the decisions the lawyer 
makes. And, while acting as lawyers, students 
should be asked to analyze the decisions they 
make or will make in order to reflect introspec-
tively upon: 
What is the lawyer's role? What are the law-
yer's goals7 What are the available means for 
attaining those goals? . . . What are the 
ingredients of judgment-of wise decision-
making- in those choices? How are the law-
yer's role, goals, means and decisionmaking 
processes affected by the structure of the 
legal institutions within which he works? And : 
how did you act or decide? .. . What choices 
did that decision or action imply? What alter-
native courses were open? Why were they 
rejected, or not considered? In light of your 
objectives and resources, how could your 
process of decision-making and responsive 
action be improved? (Anthony Amsterdam, 
Unpublished Memorandum to Stanford Law 
School Faculty, July 27, 1973). 
Clinical courses with such a focus are contin-
uing the first year goal of teaching students to 
think like lawyers; however, rather than teaching 
case analysis, they are concentrating on other 
levels of the lawyering process : fact exploration, 
counselling, negotiation and trial advocacy . Fur-
thermore, because these parts of the lawyering 
process inevitably involve other persons, clinical 
courses explore issues raised by interpersonal 
behavior and how those interpersonal elements 
affect lawyering. Finally, clinical courses force 
students to confront the professional responsibility 
issues raised by the lawyer's role as professional 
and advocate. Exploring these dimensions of law-
yering- decisionmaking, interpersonal behavior, 
and professional responsibility-are important 
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16 Legal Assistance Office 
goals for a law school that, by and large, are not 
dealt with in the rest of the curriculum, and are 
best furthered by having a course in the law school 
that has, as its major pedagogical focus, behavior 
by students assuming the role of lawyers. 
The Penn Experience 
This Law School 's experience has paralleled 
that of legal education, but with some deviations. 
The University of Pennsylvania Law Review pub-
lished Jerome Frank 's article Why Not a Clinical 
Law School (81 U. of Pa . Law Rev. 907 [1933]) back 
in the thirties. The Law School in the 1950's did 
have the Downtown Lawyers Program. And from 
1967 to 1969, under Tony Amsterdam with the sup-
port of a Ford Foundation grant, the Law School 
had an intensive criminal clinical program for 
law students. Despite these deviations, the Law 
School ' s first large scale effort in clinical education 
was the creation of the Community Law and Crimi-
nal Litigation Course during the late 1960's. In this 
course students were placed in legal services 
offices and elsewhere with the hope that the exper-
ience itself would be sufficient to justify the Law 
School's involvement (or at least be no worse than 
other third year courses students might elect), but 
with little thought given to the underlying method-
ological and substantive issues of learning from 
experience and lawyering. 
Since that time, the Law School has moved in 
several directions. For a time, under the leadership 
of Professor Ed Sparer, it sponsored the Health Law 
Project, a sophisticated law office dedicated to 
developing a new area of the law which included 
teaching students as part of its function. The Law 
School has given credit for student-run programs 
such as Prison Research Council , Government Pol-
icy Research Unit and the Environmental Law 
Group. The School also has given credit for extern-
ships, such as a semester at the Washington public 
interest law firm, the Center for Law and Social 
Policy. But none of these developments has had as 
its major focus the study and development of 
learning from experience. The creation of the Penn 
Legal Assistance Office is the beginning of this 
study and development. 
The Penn legal Assistance Office 
Students who work at the office are enrolled 
in a seven credit Law School course, Introduction 
to Lawyering Process. They spend fifteen to twenty 
hours a week representing clients and four to f ive 
hours a week in class. 
The cases the students are working on are 
referred to the office from a variety of sources: 
Community Legal Services, Lawyers Reference 
Service, ACLU, the Federal Court , etc. These are 
primarily prisoners' rights cases, employment prob-
lems, domestic cases (particularly custody), juve-
nile cases and education problems. This referral 
system enables us to control the volume of cases 
without creating the expectation that we must pro-
vide service to the community. In accepting cases, 
however, we are not as concerned with the sub-
stantive area of law as in trying to provide students 
with a set of cases that together are likely to yield 
a variety of lawyering experiences ranging from 
client interviews to court work. 
Each student is assigned four to five cases at 
any particular time. Because it is our assumption 
that experience-based learning proceeds best if 
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A Message from the Chairman 
What a very good year last year was for the 
Annual Giving Fund! 
As I reflect upon your extraordinary 
generosity, your willingness to make a special 
effort for your Law School, I cannot help being 
deeply proud of my fellow alumni. The 1977-78 
campaign was testimony to our faith in ourselves 
and our profession. 
Last year, through the kindness of anonymous 
donors, the University of Pennsylvania offered a 
challenge to its component schools. For every new 
dollar raised, or for every new membership in a 
recognized gift club, the Law School was to 
receive an equal dollar from a Million Dollar 
Match fund. 
It happened. It happened well, and it 
happened because of you. Not only did last year's 
alumni annual giving improve from $151,139 to 
$199,441, but your gifts earned matching funds of 
$72,255 for your school. 
I want to thank you all. I want also to 
challenge you to maintain your record of 
achievement. As alumni of our Law School, we are 
its leaders and representatives in the world outside 
its halls. We have a position to maintain, and we 
must pledge ourselves to do so, in this and in 
future years. 
Join with me. As you read through the 
following pages, you will see why I am proud to be 
your annual giving chairman. 
Here's to 1978-79. 
Sincerely, 
Richard M. Dicke, '40 
Chairman 
Law Annual Giving 
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The Million Dollar Match 
During the 1977-78 campaign, which ended 
June 30, 1978, the Law School participated in a 
University-wide Million Dollar Match challenge 
program. As a result of increased giving by many 
Law alumni, the school earned an additional 
$72,255, its portion of the $1 million pledged to 
the University of Pennsylvania. 
The enthusiasm which greeted the 
announcement of that program, and the generosity 
which led to the achievement of this significant 
addition to the Alumni Annual Giving Fund, is a 
pledge to the 1980' s. 
In the next few years, it is hoped, the Law 
School will continue its pattern of growth. As you 
read through the list of loyal alumni that follows, 
you will be pleased to see how many have helped 
a fine tradition move toward a great future. 
Financial Report 
1976-77 
Total: 
Donors: 
Average gift: 
$151,139 
1,458 
$103.66 
Top Ten Classes in Dollars Received 
1936 
1953 
1948 
1928 
1937 
1964 
1954 
1935 
1963 
1931 
1977-78 
$199,441 
1,736 
$ 114.89 
$13,291 
10,484 
10,119 
9,271 
6,705 
5,999 
5,960 
5,373 
5,070 
4,094 
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Benjamin Franklin Associates 
Chairman for the Law School 
-Richard P. Brown, Jr., L' 48 
The Benjamin Franklin Associates is a university-
wide group of alumni and friends who contribute 
one thousand dollars or more to alumni annual 
giving. Listed are Law School alumni who joined 
the Benjamin Franklin Associates. 
The Fellows of the Benjamin Franklin Associates, 
the highest leve l of contribution in alumni annual 
giving, honors those who contribute five thousand 
dollars or more to alumni annual giving. 
FELLOWS OF THE BENJAMIN FRANKLIN 
ASSOCIATES 
* Leonard Barkan, L'53 
* David Berger, C'32, L'36 
Bernard C . Segal, C'28, L'31, H'69 
Benjamin Franklin Associates 
*Philip W . Amram, C'20, L'27 *Park B. Dilks, Jr. , C'48, L'51 *W. james Macintosh, W'22, L'26 
*Antonio Magliocco, Jr., L77 
*David H. Marion, W'60, L'63 
*John L. McDonald, L'40 
*John T. Andrews, Jr., L'64 
*Martin J. Aronstein, L'65 
David C. Auten, C'60, L'63 
*Harry Norman Ball , W'25, L'28 
*Estate of Franklin H. Berry, C'25, L'28 
*All en D. Black, L'66 
Eugene C. Fish, W'31, L'34 
*Joseph P. Flanagan, Jr., L'52 
*Kenneth W. Gemmill, L'35 
*Morris Gerber, W'29, L'32 
*Stuart B. Glover, W'25, L'28, GL'30 
*Bernard H. Goldstein, Par 78 
*Joseph A. Grazier, L'28 
David H. Nelson, W'46, L'49 
*Leon J. Obermayer, W'08, L'08 
*Gilbert W. Oswald, C'31, L'34 
*Pace Reich, W' 51 , L'54 *Floyd E. Brandow, Jr., L'54 
*Richard P. Brown, Jr., L'48 
*Milton Cades, W'24, GL '37 
*E. Barclay Cale, Jr., L'62 
Sylvan M . Cohen, C'35, L'38 
*Cliv e S. Cummis, L' 52 
*Richard M . Dicke, L'40 
Frederic L. Ballard '42 
Richard L. Bazelon '68 
Harry P. Begier, Jr. '64 
joseph Brandschain '28 
Mitchell Brock '53 
E. Calvert Cheston .'35 
Thomas F. Cunnane '63 
M. Carton Dittmann, Jr. '38 
Charles H. Dorsett '35 
William H. Ewing '65 
Richard) . Farrell '41 
Barton E. Ferst '44 
Robert G. Fuller, Jr. '64 
*Moe H. Hankin, L'37 
Charles M. justi , W'22 , L'27 
*Thomas J. Kalman, L'42 
*Harold E. Kohn, C'34, L'37 
*Estate of Hazel F. Lowenstein, L'28 
*John T. Macartney, W'44, L'49 
*Alex Satinsky, C'34, L'37 
*Marvin Schwartz, L'49 
*G . William Shea, L'36 
*Stewart E. Warner, L'27 
*Wendell E. Warner, L'24 
*To recogni ze Benjamin Franklin Assoc iates 
whose gif ts were given solely to the Law School. 
William Draper Lewis Associates 
Chairman- Barton E. Ferst, L' 44 
To honor the memory of William Draper Lewis, 
Dean of the Law School from 1896 to 1914, the 
William Draper Lewis A ssociates was founded in 
recognition of contributions of five hundred 
dollars or more to Law School annual giving . 
john R. Gibbel '64 
Howard Gittis ' 58 
Arthur M . Harrison '27 
Norman M . Heisman ' 57 
Frederick B. Henry 7 0 
Robert 0 . Hills 7 1 
john F. E. Hippel '26 
Leon C. Holt '51 
Ben F. Kaito ' 54 
Edward H. Merves 76 
Philip F. Newman '17 
Robert E. Penn '60 
William B. Penn ell '61 
Lipman Redman '41 
Stanford Shmukler '54 
joel D. Siegel '66 
Jeffrey M . Stopford '69 
Peter M . Ward '49 
joseph Weintraub '28 
Edward S. Weyl '28 
Samuel K. White, Jr. '47 
joseph C. Woodcock '53 
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Century Club membership is awarded in 
recognition of contributions of one hundred dollars 
or more to Law School alumni annual giving. The 
sustaining fellows of the Century Club are those 
members who exceed the basic membership 
requirements and assist the school by contributing 
two hundred and fifty dollars or more. 
Chairman- Harold Cramer, L'51 
SUSTAINING FELLOWS OF THE CENTURY CLUB 
Margaret P. Allen '53 
William W. Atterbury, Jr. '50 
Frank B. Baldwin, Ill '64 
Augustus S. Ballard '48 
Alexander F. Barbieri '32 
Donald V. Berlanti '63 
Marshal l A. Bernstein '49 
Robert M. Bernstein '14 
Raymond J. Bradley '47 
james E. Buckingham '48 
john Butterworth '53 
Robert J. Callaghan '33 
Morris Cheston '28 
Douglas C. Conroy '68 
Stuart Coven '51 
j. Harry Covington, Ill '38 
Roger F. Cox '66 
Richard C. Csaplar '59 
Charles M. Darling, IV '72 
Raymond K. Denworth, Jr. '61 
Neil C. Epstein '65 
Samuel E. Ewing '30 
CENTURY CLUB 
Alvin S. Ackerman '57 
Alexander B. Adelman '31 
james H. Agger '61 
Ernest N. Agresti '54 
Walter Y Anthony, Jr. '48 
Vincent J. Apruzzese '53 
Steven A. Arbittier '63 
Clyde W. Armstrong, Jr. '51 
Harris C. Arnold, j r '58 
Roxanna Cannon Arsht '39 
S. Samuel Arsht '34 
Duffield Ashmead, Ill '58 
Steven T. Atkins '64 
Maurice Axelrad '57 
Peter F. Axelrad '64 
Robert N. Axelrod '66 
Henry W . Balka '26 
jerome R. Balka '54 
john A. Ballard '48 
Myrna Paul Field '63 
Lawrence J. Fox '68 
Carl W . Funk '25 
Louis J. Coffman '35 
Martin S. Goodman '51 
Maxwell P. Corson '52 
Oliver F. Green '51 
Steinberg, Greenstein, 
Gorelick & Price 
in Memory of 
Samuel P. Lavine '28 
Bernard M. Cross '59 
j . Barton Harrison '56 
Paul W. Heil '66 
Edwin S. Heins '31 
E. C. Shapley Highley '28 
Richard V. Holmes '56 
WilliamS Hudders '29 
john P. Jordan '28 
Michael Joseph '61 
Edward A. Kaier '33 
Allan Katz '60 
Harrison C . Kildare '28 
] . William Barba '50 
Samuel Bard '36 
Ralph M. Barley '38 
William M. Barnes '57 
jay D . Barsky '45 
John C. Bartol '52 
Charles J Basch '56 
Edward L. Batoff '60 
Hyman L. Battle, jr '49 
Alexander S. Bauer '28 
William H. Bayer '49 
Michael M . Baylson '64 
Edward F. Beatty, Jr. '56 
Lewis B. Beatty, Jr . '49 
Milton Becket '51 
M. Robert Beckman '32 
Robert M . Beckman '56 
Joseph Bell '37 
Robert K. Bell '24 
L. A. Krupnick '63 
joseph J Laws '48 
Bernard V. Lentz '36 
A. Leo Levin '42 
William). Levy '64 
Robert H. Malis '47 
Francis E. Marshall '48 
Robert F. Maxwell '48 
Stephen j McEwen '57 
jane Lang McGrew '70 
Thomas] . McGrew '70 
George W . McKee, Jr . '34 
Roderick C. Norris '53 
Israel Packel '32 
Raymond M. Pearlstine '32 
Morris Pfaelzer '38 
Harry A. Poth, Jr. '36 
William J Purcell '54 
Walter N. Read '42 
Henry T. Reath '48 
Samuel J. Reich '60 
C. Hayward Reid '48 
Russell R. Reno '57 
Doris Benson '72 
Harold Berger '51 
Martin M . Berliner '62 
Paul Bernbach '70 
Leonard J. Bernstein '34 
W. Thomas Berriman '55 
john H. Bertolet '31 
Franklin L. Best, jr '70 
William E. Bethards, Jr . '47 
Claire C. Biehn '37 
0. Francis Biondi '58 
L. Alton Blake '42 
james B. Blinkoff '66 
Stewart A. Block '71 
Charles J. Bloom '71 
Aaron D. Blumberg '63 
Richard L. Bond '56 
Bernard M. Barish '43 
Donald Reuter '48 
Charles N. Riley '73 
Michael J. Roach '69 
john W . Roberts '58 
L. J. Rothenberg '65 
james J Sandman '76 
john N. Schaeffer '37 
Herbert F. Schwartz '64 
Evan Y. Semerjian '64 
Donald A. Semisch '59 
Alvin L. Snowiss '55 
J Tyson Stokes '31 
Robert W. Valimont '49 
Harold K. Vickery, Jr. '66 
Kimber E. Vought '48 
Gerald). Weber '39 
Harold B. Well s '32 
Henry M . Wick , Jr '49 
C. A. Wickham, jr '39 
Thomas E. Wilcox '48 
S. Don ald Wil ey '53 
Robert J Wallet '56 
Carol S. Boulanger '69 
james C. Bowen '48 
james S. Boynton '71 
C. H. Bracken '08 
john P. Bracken '39 
George C. Bradley '64 
Robert D. Branch '40 
Nancy J. Bregstein '76 
Stephen M . Brett '66 
Ira Brind '67 
Sol Brody '26 
Hazel H. Brown '24 
William H. Brown, Ill '55 
Theodore L. Brubaker '38 
Paul j. Bschorr '65 
Gurdon H. Buck '65 
Neil W Burd '51 
Phillip R. Burnaman '62 
Francis J. Burweger '70 
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H. Donald Busch '59 
Harold F. Butler '22 
james S. Cafiero '53 
). Scott Calkins '52 
Robert B. Campbell '48 
Melvyn L. Cantor '67 
Brigid E. Carey '69 
Mark M. Carroll '71 
Harry Cassman '12 
Carroll J. Cavanagh '70 
Sidney Chait '33 
Keron D. Chance '38 
Bernard Chanin '65 
Frederick J. Charley '41 
Mr. & Mrs . Flavio D. Chavez 
john A. Clark '48 
joseph S. Clark, Jr. '26 
Roderick T. Clarke '36 
William N. Clarke '42 
Brian Clemow '69 
Isaac H. Clothier '57 
Charles I. Cogut '73 
Daniel E. Cohen '68 
Robert S. Cohen '57 
Ira B. Coldren, Jr. '52 
joel C. Coleman '55 
William H . Conca '34 
Leo T. Connor '39 
john P. Connors '52 
Leonard J. Cooper '62 
Charles R. Cooper, Jr. '47 
A. Lynn Corcelius '41 
Samuel B. Corliss '49 
Henry B. Cortesi '63 
Robert I. Cottom '41 
Stephen A. Cozen '64 
Cassin W Craig '49 
james D. Crawford '62 
Albert). Crawford, Jr. '39 
Fred B. Creamer '31 
Samuel S. Cross '49 
john M. Curry, Jr. '49 
Edward I. Cutler '37 
Stewart R. Dalzell '69 
Walter T. Darmopray '48 
Edward M. David '41 
George W . Davies '69 
john M . Davis '32 
Beryl Richman Dean '64 
David J. Dean '27 
judith Norvick Dean '62 
Henry T. Dechert '65 
john F. Depodesta '69 
john M . Desiderio '66 
Paul C. Dewey '56 
Samuel Diamond '55 
P. ). Diquinzio '54 
Peter H. Dodson '68 
Richard H. Dolan '75 
Robert B. Doll '47 
Ethel F. Donaghue '20 
Charles E. Dorkey, Ill '73 
john D . Draghi '70 
Lee F. Driscoll, Jr. '53 
Albert G. Driver '47 
Herbert G. DuBois '36 
Lowell H. Dubrow '63 
Wayland F. Dunaway, Ill '36 
William H . Eastburn, Ill '59 
Murray S. Eckel! '59 
Nathan L. Edelstein '28 
WilliamS. Eisenhart, Jr. '40 
joseph S. Elmaleh '52 
SaulS . Epstein '73 
john L. Esterhai '46 
Neil K. Evans '64 
Martin S. Evelev '58 
William Fearen '53 
Joseph G. Feldman '26 
Anthony G. Fe I ix, j r. '34 
H. Robert Fiebach '64 
Louis S. Fine '53 
H. W . Fineshriber '33 
Joseph First '30 
joseph H. Flanzer '33 
Leon S. Forman '39 
john). Francis, Jr. '59 
Spencer W. Frank, Jr. '69 
Edward P Frankel '36 
J. Joseph Frankel '65 
Mahlon M. Frankhauser '57 
Samuel A. Frederick '74 
Solomon Freedman '34 
Michael W. Freeland '71 
Sidney W. Frick '40 
Calvin). Friedberg '35 
Harry Friedman '27 
Robert L. Friedman '67 
Steven L. Friedman '71 
William). Fuchs '48 
Francis). Gafford '34 
S. Harry Galfand '45 
Isaac S. Garb '56 
Lawrence A. Garber '66 
Marvin Garfinkel '54 
Sylvester Garrett '36 
William). Geen '59 
jacques Geisenberger, Jr. '58 
Gordon Gelfond '60 
Frank H. Gelman '35 
Carmen L. Gentile '67 
Murray Gerstenhaber '73 
Kiefer N. Gerstley '52 
Thomas Gibson '66 
Lewis M . Gill '36 
T. P Glass moyer '39 
Fred P Glick '35 
Albert H. Gold '48 
Murray C. Goldman '59 
Larry J. Goldsborough '57 
john F. Goldsmith '31 
Charles A. Gordon '69 
joseph K. Gordon '51 
Leonard B. Gordon '48 
Morton S Gorelick '54 
Arthur R. Gorr '59 
Richard W. Goslin, jr '38 
Burton F. Greenberg '53 
Esther P. Greenberg '29 
Harry A. Greenberg '38 
W. Edward Greenwood, Jr. '29 
George C. Greer '57 
Gordon D. Griffin '48 
George W. Griffith '23 
RobertS . Grodinsky '50 
Mary E. Groff '32 
Frank E. Hahn, Jr. '35 
Rayner M . Hamilton '61 
Thomas P. Hamilton, Jr. '65 
joel M . Hamme '73 
Philip M. Hammett '48 
Ann Epstein Harrison '61 
David C. Harrison '55 
W. joseph Harrison, Ill '48 
joseph F. Harvey '48 
Libby S. Harwitz 
in Memory of 
jerome H. Harwitz '56 
Gerald E. Haughey '62 
Robert A. Hauslohner '50 
john F. Headly '27 
jesse G. Heiges '38 
Pau I C. Heintz '65 
john F. Heinz '50 
Carl Helmetag, Jr. '39 
William C. A. Henry '28 
Carl). W. Hessinger '40 
Alvin E. Heutchy '41 
William C. Hewson '67 
HenryS. Hilles, Jr. '64 
Irving M. Hirsh '55 
Donald E. Hittle '42 
Gertrude Hoffman '30 
Richard H. Hollenberg '32 
Richard V. Holmes '56 
Selwyn A. Horvitz '59 
james N. Horwood '61 
Richard M. Horwood '65 
Andrew Hourigan, Jr. '40 
Richard A. Huettner '52 
Mr. & Mrs. Edwin Huddelson 
james Hunter, Ill '39 
Daniel H. Huyett, Ill '48 
Richard S. Hyland '60 
Thomas M. Hyndman, Jr. '50 
Steven D. Ivins '62 
Howard M. Jaffe '61 
Pau I L. j affe 'SO 
Robert B. Johnson '27 
William B. Johnson '43 
Donald K. joseph '68 
john 0. Karns '57 
David J. Kaufman '55 
Ernest R. Keiter '19 
Robert L. Kendall, Jr. '55 
William F. Kennedy '29 
Herman F. Kerner '37 
Alexander Kerr '70 
Theodore Kingsbury, Ill '40 
Carol Agin Kipperman '65 
john P. Knox '53 
Charles G. Kopp '60 
Stanley A. Koppelman '71 
Meyer Kramer '44 
Goncer M. Krestal '57 
Ronald A. Kriss '71 
Richard Krzyzanowski '61 
David H. Kubert '32 
Murray Kushner '76 
j udah I. Labovitz '63 
Vincent J. Labrasca '41 
Marlene F. Lachman '70 
Gregory G. Lagakos '38 
Albert W . Laisy '59 
William H . Lamb '65 
William 0. Lamotte, Ill '68 
Elizabeth Hatton Landis '43 
Sue Nadel Lang '71 
William W. Lanigan, '57 
Ashby M. Larmore '31 
George C. Laub '36 
Samuel S Laucks, Jr. '42 
George J. Lavin, Jr. '56 
Henry W. Lavine '60 
Nathan Lavine '31 
Daniel J. Lawler '62 
Yale Lazris '64 
Eugene W. Lederer '48 
Noyes E. Leech '48 
Robert W. Lees '49 
Arthur W. Lefco '71 
Detlef G. Lehnardt '69 
Arthur W. Leibold, Jr. '56 
Anthony S. Leidner '61 
Nelson). Leidner '36 
William T. Leith '41 
Alan M. Lerner '65 
Herbert S. Levin '31 
A. Harry Levitan '35 
Arthur Levy '55 
Dale Penneys Levy '67 
Melvin G. Levy '50 
Nessim Levy '67 
William E. Lindenmuth '41 
Herbert M. Linsenberg '51 
Abraham H. Lipez '29 
William Lipkin '33 
S. Gerald Litvin '54 
Herman Allen Lochner '39 
G. Craig Lord '71 
joseph S. Lord, Ill '36 
Wilfred F. Lorry '61 
Wilfred R. Lorry '30 
David P. Loughran '62 
john B. Lowy '68 
William). Lubic '52 
Alfred L. Luongo '47 
- Thomas F. Macaniff '63 
D. Arthur Magaziner '14 
Michael H. Malin '60 
Richard B. Malis '40 
William G. Malkames '57 
Michael M. Maney '64 
Otto P. Mann '20 
Alan W. Margolis '58 
Robert Margolis '48 
jerome L. Markovitz '33 
Benjamin Marmer '37 
William B. Marshall '40 
Robert V. Massey, Jr. '31 
Baldwin Maull '25 
David F. Maxwell '24 
Francis G. Mays '63 
Robert C. McAdoo '48 
Daniel). McCauley, Jr. '41 
Walter P. McEvilly '39 
William B. Mcintosh '17 
Ellis H. McKay '53 
john P. McKenna '58 
john). Mclaughlin, Jr. '70 
Desmond) . McTighe '25 
Robert N. Meals '72 
Edward M. Medvene '57 
Harry D. Mercer '67 
Edward B. Meredith '51 
john R. Merrick '66 
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Leon I. Mesirov '34 
joel W. Messing 71 
Patricia A. Metzer '66 
Charles W. Miles, Ill '36 
A. Arthur Miller '34 
Charles V. Miller '48 
Clinton F. Miller '40 
Damon C. Miller 75 
Lester Miller '34 
Wm. E. Miller, Jr. '49 
Gerald D. Mindell '68 
Dorothea G. Minskoff '34 
Murray S. Monroe '50 
Joseph L. Monte, Jr. '63 
Thomas B. Moorhead '59 
Charles J. Moos '41 
Samuel W. Morris '49 
Francis J. Morrissey, Jr. '33 
Stephen J. Moses '62 
William B. Moyer '61 
james M. Mulligan '57 
John T. Mulligan '59 
Edward W. Mullinix '49 
Francis W. Murphy '62 
Clarence G. Myers '21 
Marian Pearlman Nease '64 
Peter C. Nelson 73 
Alexander L. Nichols '31 
Gerald V. Niesar '69 
Jacob I. Nogi '67 
Paul A. Nolle '53 
C. Lee Nutt, Ill '53 
PhilipS. Nyman '62 
Ramon R. Obod '58 
james E. O'Connell '51 
RobertS. O'Hara, Jr. '63 
Wilson H. Oldhouser '52 
Thomas N. O 'Neill, Jr. '53 
Michael A. Orlando, Ill '58 
Patricia J. Parks 70 
Charles C. Parlin, Jr. '49 
David C. Patten '64 
Henry N. Paul, Jr '25 
Glen A. Payne 74 
G. Burton Pearson '31 
James H. Peters '51 
Martin H. Philip '31 
Erwin L. Pincus '48 
Norman L. Plotka '37 
Alan J. Pogarsky '62 
Harry Polikoff '31 
Mark Pollak 72 
Michael A. Poppiti '48 
Robert C. Porter ' 39 
Robert E. Porter '41 
Barton L. Post '55 
Franklin Poul '48 
Howard I. Powell '16 
Wm . R. Powers, Jr. '69 
Samuel F. Pryor, Ill '53 
Louis C. Pulvermacher '51 
Alfred W . Putnam '47 
William P. Quinn '52 
R. Stewart Rauch, Jr. '41 
john F. Rauhauser, Jr. '48 
John W . Reading 70 
Clarence P. Reberkenny '52 
G. Ruhland Rebmann, Jr '22 
George F. Reed '59 
Neil Reiseman '63 
Augustine A. Repetto '31 
Paul H. Rhoads '31 
Stephen I. Richman '57 
Grover C. Richman, Jr. '35 
Melvin Richter 
Bayard H. Roberts '37 
Samuel J. Roberts '31 
Victor J. Roberts '37 
Edward Robin '60 
William M. Robinson '66 
Ronald R. Rosenberg '58 
Richard M. Rosenbleeth '57 
David H. Rosenbluth '33 
Harold S. Rosenbluth '50 
Max Rosenn '32 
Robert A. Rosin '61 
Daniel R. Ross '66 
John Ross '35 
John G. Rothermel '23 
Michael J. Rotko '63 
William Rowe '27 
Melvin Rubin '56 
A. N. Rubin, Jr. '50 
Hanly S. Rubinsohn '38 
john J. Runzer '58 
Samuel B. Russell '48 
Henry S. Ruth, Jr. '55 
Lanny M. Sagal 70 
Lester H. Salter '48 
W. Albert Sanders '31 
Robert J. Sann '61 
Edwin H. Satterthwaite '40 
David M. Satz, Jr. '51 
Sylvan H. Savadove '50 
Sherrie Raiken Savett 73 
Joseph H. Savitz '58 
Joseph J. Savitz '51 
Harold D. Saylor '17 
Ralph F. Scalera '55 
james W. Scanlon '30 
Henry W. Scarborough, Jr. '36 
Raymond C. Schlegel '54 
Edward H. Schmitt '55 
Carl W . Schneider '56 
Richard G. Schneider '57 
Andrew J. Schroder, II '30 
John D. Schupper '68 
Harry K. Schwartz '59 
Louis B. Schwartz '35 
Murray M. Schwartz '55 
William W . Schwarze '68 
Benjamin F. Schweyer '52 
Robert M. Scott '54 
W . Frazier Scott '39 
Irving R. Segal '38 
Mabel Ditter Sellers '42 
Myron Seiter 74 
David V. Shapiro '40 
Milton H. Shapiro '40 
Paul E. Shapiro '67 
Richard J. Sharkey '62 
William J. Sharkey '58 
Samuel P. Shaw '42 
Charles A. Shea, Jr . '36 
E. Eugene Shelley '48 
Laurence Z. Shiekman 71 
Kendall H . Shoyer '29 
Alvin G. Shpeen '56 
David S. Shrager '60 
Morris M . Shuster '54 
Nathan Silberstein '33 
Richard P Sills '69 
Seymour S. Silverstone '25 
John P. Sinclair '39 
Leonard S. Slavit '56 
Dolores Korman Sloviter '56 
Barlow Smith '56 
Richard B. Smith '53 
Bernard J. Smolens '41 
Leon Sobel '28 
Rudolph A. Socey, Jr. '68 
Charles S. Sokoloff '66 
Elvin R. Souder '42 
Arthur R. Spector '65 
Oscar F. Spicer '59 
Barry R. Spiegel '54 
Max Spinrad '63 
George A. Spohrer '53 
A. Grant Sprecher '61 
Benjamin F. Stahl, Jr. '39 
Sidney S. Stark '32 
David L. Steck '61 
Burton K. Stein '64 
Lee N. Steiner '49 
Horace A. Stern '48 
James L. Stern '33 
Robert J. Stern '63 
WilliamS. Stevens 75 
J. Pennington Straus '35 
Joseph B. Sturgis '59 
Walter I. Summerfield, Jr. '52 
Dennis R. Suplee '67 
John R. Suria '57 
C. Leo Sutton '27 
Thomas A. Swope, Jr. '59 
Harry A. Takiff '37 
Myles H. Tanenbaum '57 
L. Gerald Tarantino, Jr. '58 
Frank K. Tarbox '50 
William J. Taylor '52 
Howard W. Taylor, Jr. '39 
S. Robert Teitelman '41 
Michael L. Temin '57 
William Thatcher '54 
Allen C. Thomas, J r '31 
George W . Thompson '48 
Jere R. Thomson '68 
Thomas J. Timoney '52 
Joel W Todd 73 
David R. Tomb, Jr. '59 
Charles C. Townsend '27 
William F. Trapnell '51 
F. A . Vandenbergh, Jr. '37 
E. Norman Veasey '57 
Harry P. Voldow '31 
Murry J. Waldman '52 
Virginia B. Wallace '50 
Peter C. Ward '64 
Paul F. Ware, Jr. '69 
William M . Webb '48 
Fried ri ch J. Weinkopf '58 
jerome B. W einstein '34 
Lewis Weinstock '40 
Mildred Lubich Weisberg '48 
M atthew C. Weisman '66 
Sheldon M. Weiss '53 
H. john Weisman, Jr. '42 
Ronald P. Wertheim '57 
Carroll R. Wetzel '30 
Morris M . Wexler '27 
john H. Wharton '27 
Welsh S. White '65 
Thomas R. White, Jr . '36 
William White, Jr '38 
Louis H . Wilderman '33 
S. Donald Wiley '53 
M ervin M . Wilf '55 
john D . Wilson '59 
Parker H. Wilson '65 
Mark E. Winslow '65 
William C. Wise '33 
Marvin M . Wodlinger '60 
Barry B. Wohlman '55 
Morris Wolf '03 
joseph H. Wolf, jr 73 
Bernard Wolfman '48 
Toni G. Woleman 75 
Paul A. Wolkin '41 
Thomas E. Wood '66 
William A. Wyatt '53 
Howard Yarus '49 
Sidney T. Yates '54 
H. Albert Young '29 
john R. Young '30 
Norman P. Zarwin '55 
Ronald Ziegler '60 
Lloyd R. Ziff 71 
Simon R. Zimmerman II I '57 
Dav id B. Zoob '27 
Ri chard V Zug '32 
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Contributors 
1903 
Class Agent: 
Morris Wolf 
1908 
Cla~s Agent: 
l s<~ac Ash 
C. H. Bracken 
Leon) . Obermayer 
1911 
Michael Korn 
1912 
Class Agent: 
W. Barela y Lex 
Harrv Cassman 
1913 
Dr. W. Carlton Harris 
1914 
Class Agent: 
Frank H. Mancil/ 
Robert M . Bernstein 
john S Bradway 
D Arthur Magaziner 
1915 
C/?ss Agent: 
j . Wesley McWilliams 
Edwin P. Longstreet 
1916 
Howard I Powell 
1917 
Edward Davi> 
M. ) . Greenblatt 
William B. Mcintosh 
Philip F. Newman 
Harold D. Saylor 
Maurice W Sporkin 
Edward J. Swotes 
1918 
Ernest N. Votaw 
1919 
Ernest R. Kreiter 
1920 
Ethel F. Donaghue 
Harold L. Ervin 
Otto P. Mann 
Eugene H. Southall 
1921 
Clarence G. Myers 
john Russell, Jr. 
1922 
Franklin H. Bates 
Harold F. Butler 
G. Ruhland Rebmann, Jr. 
1923 
Class Agent: 
George W. Griffith 
Felice E. Darkow 
George W . Griffith 
Holman G. Knouse 
John G. Rothermel 
1924 
Robert K. Bell 
Benjamin N. Brown 
Hazel H. Brown 
Ida Oranovich Creskoff 
Richard H. Klein 
David F. Maxwell 
W. Orvyl Schalick 
Sigmund Steinberg 
Wendell E. Warner 
1925 
Meyer E. Cooper 
Francis I. Farley 
Carl W. Funk 
Samuel R. Greenwald 
Abram L. Lischin 
Baldwin Maull 
Desmond) . McTighe 
Henry N. Paul, Jr. 
Walter Seiler 
Seymour S. Silverstone 
Geoffrey S. Smith 
). Colvin Wright 
1926 
Class Agent: 
joseph G. Feldman 
Henry W . Balka 
Sol Brody 
JosephS. Clark, Jr. 
joseph G. Feldman 
Edward B. Guerry 
John F. E. Hippel 
W. james Macintosh 
F. M . Travaline, Jr. 
1927 
Class Agent: 
C. Leo Sutton 
Philip W . Amram 
David ). Dean 
Herman Eisenberg 
Harry Friedman 
Emil F. Goldhaber 
Harold D. Greenwell 
john F. Headly 
Harold H. Hoffman 
Robert B. johnson 
Charles M . justi 
William Rowe 
Frederick B. Smillie 
C. Leo Sutton 
Charles C. Townsend 
Stewart E. Warner 
William Nelson West 
Morris M . Wexler 
john H. Wharton 
David B. Zoob 
1928 
Class Agent: 
joseph Brandschain 
Harry Norman Ball 
Alexander S. Bauer 
the late F. H. Berry 
joseph Brandschain 
Morris Cheston 
Nathan L. Edelstein 
Stuart B. Glover 
joseph A. Grazier 
Martin Greenblatt 
Arthur M. Harrison 
William C. A. Henry 
E. C. Shapley Highley 
jesse Hyman 
Louis Ingber 
john P. jordan 
Harrison Kildare 
Paul S. Lehman 
Abraham Levin 
the late Hazel F. Lowenstein 
Thomas R. MacFarland, Jr. 
Benson N. Schambelan 
Leon Sobel 
Robert S. Taylor, Jr. 
Joseph Weintraub 
Edward S. Weyl 
1929 
Stanley B. Cooper 
Lawrence E. Frankel 
Franklin B. Gelder 
Esther P. Greenberg 
W. Edward Greenwood, Jr. 
William S. Hudders 
William F. Kennedy 
Abraham H. Lipez 
Sidney Schulman 
Louis Sherr 
Kendall H. Shoyer 
Theodore Voorhees 
H. Albert Young 
1930 
Class Agent: 
). Russell Gibbons 
George M. Brodhead 
Samuel E. Ewing 
joseph First 
Sydney Gerber 
Gertrude Hoffman 
Stanley Jakubowski 
joseph Kaplan 
I. Harry Levin 
Samuel Lichtenfeld 
Wilfred R. Lorry 
Elias Magil 
James W . Scanlon 
Andrew J. Schroder, II 
Norman Snyder 
Fraley N. Weidner 
Carroll R. Wetzel 
John R. Young 
1931 
Class Agent: 
Arthur S. Sa Ius 
Alexander B. Adelman 
Nathan Agran 
Philip I. N. Alperdt 
Arthur W. Bean 
John H. Bertolet 
Richard R. Bongartz 
William R. Bready, Ill 
Fred B. Creamer 
john F. Goldsmith 
Elihu A. Greenhouse 
Edwin S. Heins 
Chas. Hunsicker, Jr. 
Israel I. Jamison 
Alexander Katzin 
Ashby M. Larmore 
Nathan Lavine 
Herbert S. Levin 
John B. Martin 
Robert V. Massey, Jr. 
Alexander L. Nichols 
G. Burton Pearson 
Martin H. Philip 
Harry Polikoff 
Shalon Ralph 
Augustine A. Repetto 
Paul H. Rhoads 
G.M.D. Richards 
Samuel ). Roberts 
W. Albert Sanders 
Willis H. Satterthwaite 
Bernard G. Segal 
). Tyson Stokes 
Allen C. Thomas, Jr. 
William H. Vincent 
Harry P. Voldow 
Edith H. West 
1932 
Alexander F. Barbieri 
Walter W. Beachboard 
M. Robert Beckman 
Earl Chudoff 
Harold J. Conner 
John M. Davis 
Morris Gerber 
Mary E. Groff 
Richard H. Hollenberg 
David H. Kubert 
Israel Packel 
Raymond M . Pearlstine 
Harold R. Prowell 
Nathan Rosbrow 
Max Rosenn 
Sidney S. Stark 
Harold B. Well, Jr. 
Edward Z. Winkleman 
Richard V. Zug 
1933 
Class Agent: 
Nathan Silberstein 
Max M. Batzer 
Robert J. Callaghan 
Sidney Chait 
Eugene H. Feldman 
Edward First 
joseph H. Flanzer 
Edward A. Kaier 
Joseph M. Leib 
William Lipkin 
Carl P. Lundy 
Paul Maloney 
Jerome L. Markovitz 
Francis J. Morrissey, Jr. 
Henry B. Oestreich 
john B. Pearson 
Samuel Popper 
john E. Power, Jr. 
David H. Rosenbluth 
Francis M. Sasse 
Nathan Silberstein 
james L. Stern 
Aaron Tollin 
Louis H. Wilderman 
William C. Wise 
Samuel R. Wurtman 
1934 
S. Samuel Arsht 
Kendall M. Barnes 
Leonard J. Bernstein 
William H. Conca 
Philip B. Driver, Jr. 
Anthony G. Felix, Jr. 
Eugene C. Fish 
Edward Fishman 
Solomon Freedman 
Francis J. Gafford 
john M. Huebner 
George W . McKee, Jr. 
Leon I. Mesirov 
A. Arthur Miller 
Lester Miller 
Dorothea G. Minskoff 
Gilbert W. Oswald 
Ernest D. Preate 
Harry G. Tarrington 
jerome B. Weinstein 
1935 
Class Agent: 
Frank E. Hahn, }r. 
jerome G. Blank 
E. Calvert Cheston 
George C. Doering 
Charles H. Dorsett 
Samuel Fessenden 
Calvin). Friedberg 
Frank H. Gelman 
Kenneth W. Gemmill 
Fred P. Glick 
Louis). Coffman 
Frank E. Hahn, Jr. 
Donald V. Hock 
Charles W. King 
Robert F. Lehman 
A. Harry Levitan 
Daniel W. Long 
William Morris Maier 
Harry R. Most 
Wallace D. Newcomb 
Jacob Philip 
Nathan L. Reibman 
Grover C. Richman, Jr. 
john Ross 
Louis B. Schwartz 
Frederick E. Smith 
). Pennington Straus 
T. F. Dixon Wainwright 
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Albert C. Weymann, Jr. 
Irving Wilner 
Arnold Winokur 
1936 
Samuel Bard 
Richard Benson 
David Berger 
Roderick T. Clarke 
Alfred F. Conard 
Herbert G. DuBois 
Wayland F. Dunaway 
Edward P. Frankel 
Sylvester Garrett 
Lewis M. Gill 
George C. Laub 
Nelson J. Leidner 
Bernard V. Lentz 
Berthold W. Levy 
Joseph S. Lord, II I 
Edwin S Maimed 
Charles W . Miles, II I 
Harry A. Poth, Jr. 
James L. Price 
Joseph Rhoads 
Henry W . Scarborough, Jr. 
G. William Shea 
Charles A. Shea, Jr. 
Karl H. Strohl 
Thomas R. White, Jr. 
John K. Young 
1937 
Joseph Bell 
Claire G. Biehn 
Milton Cades 
Harrison H. Clement 
Edward I. Cutler 
Florence S. Davidow 
Lawrence 0 . Ealy 
Albert B. Gerber 
Moe H. Hankin 
Herman F. Kerner 
Harold E. Kohn 
Frederick E. Lark 
Benjamin S. Loewenstein 
Benjamin Marmer 
Norman L. Plotka 
Bayard H. Roberts 
Victor J. Roberts 
Alex Satinsky 
John N. Schaeffer, Jr. 
Lester J. Schaffer 
Hon. Harry A. Takiff 
F. A. Vandenbergh, Jr. 
Ernest R. Vonstarck 
1938 
Class Agent: 
M. Carton Dittman, Jr. 
Ralph M . Barley 
Samuel B. Blaskey 
Theodore L. Brubaker 
Keron D. Chance 
Sylvan M . Cohen 
J. Harry Covington, II I 
M . Carton Dittmann, Jr. 
Robert N. Ferrer 
Richard W . Goslin, Jr. 
Harry A. Greenberg 
Jesse G. Heiges 
Chad A. John 
C. Clothier Jones, Jr. 
Gregory G. Lagakos 
Maurice Levin 
Barron P. McCune 
Irwin Paul 
Morris Pfaelzer 
Solon L. Rhode, Jr. 
Hanley S. Rubinsohn 
Irving R. Segal 
John S. Simpson 
Charles M. Solomon 
James A. Sutton 
William White, Jr. 
1939 
Roxana Cannon Arsht 
John P. Bracken 
Philip A. Bregy 
T. S. Cadwallader, II 
Leo T. Connor 
Albert J. Crawford, Jr. 
Leon S. Forman 
William L. Fox 
T. P. Glassmoyer 
Carl E. Heilman 
Carl Helmetag, Jr. 
James Hunter, II I 
Herman Allen Lochner 
Percy C. Madeira 
Ralph S. Mason 
Le Roy S. Maxwell 
Walter P. McEvilly 
Doris E. Montgomery 
Robert C. Porter 
W. Frazier Scott 
John P. Sinclair 
Elias W. Spengler 
Benjamin F. Stahl, Jr. 
Howard W . Taylor, Jr. 
Robert Ungerleider 
Hon. Gerald J. Weber 
C. A. Wickham, Jr. 
1940 
Class Agent: 
Lewis Weinstock 
Robert D. Branch 
Samuel A. Breene 
Martin J. Coyne 
Richard M . Dicke 
William S. Eisenhart, Jr. 
Sidney W . Frick 
Jay M . Frye, Jr. 
Carl J. W . Hessinger 
Andrew Hourigan, Jr. 
T. B. Kingsbury, Ill 
Richard B. Malis 
William B. Marshall 
John L. McDonald 
Samuel V. Merrick 
Clinton F. Miller 
David J. Salaman 
Edwin H. Satterthwaite 
Jacob Seidenberg 
Helen Solis-Cohen Sax 
Robert W. Sayre 
Milton H. Shapiro 
A. Dix Skillman 
Lewis Weinstock 
Adam G. Wenchel 
1941 
Class Agent: 
Paul Wolkin 
Horace R. Cardoni 
Paul M . Chalfin 
Frederick J. Charley 
John R. Clark 
A. Lynn Corcelius 
Robert I. Cottom 
John J. Dautrich 
Edward M. David 
Richard J. Farrell 
Oscar Goldberg 
Louis Goldstein 
Alvin E. Heutchy 
Chester C. Hilinski 
Vincent J. Labrasca 
William T. Leith 
William E. Lindenmuth 
Daniel J. McCauley, Jr. 
Charles J. Moos 
Robert E. Porter 
R. Stewart Rauch, Jr. 
Lipman Redman 
Milton W . Rosen 
Bernard J. Smolens 
Edwin K. Taylor 
S. Robert Teitelman 
Paul A. Wolkin 
1942 
Class Agent: 
Frederic L. Ballard 
Frederic L. Ballard 
Philip E. Barringer 
L. Alton Blake 
William N. Clarke 
John R. Graham 
Nathan B. Hall 
Donald E. Hittle 
Thomas J. Kalman 
Robert L. Kunzig 
Samuel S. Laucks, Jr. 
A. Leo Levin 
Charles E. Rankin 
Walter N. Read 
S. L. Sagendorph 
Mabel Ditter Sellers 
Craig M . Sharpe 
Samuel P. Shaw 
Elvin R. Souder 
Thomas B. Steiger 
H. John Weisman, Jr. 
Thomas H. Wentz 
1943 
Class Agent: 
Richard E. McDevitt 
Bernard M . Borish 
William J. Dickman 
William B. Johnson 
Allan W . Keusch 
Charles M . Kschinka 
Elizabeth Hatton Landis 
Austin M . Lee 
Howard C. McWilliams 
Joseph Shanis 
Ellis W . Vanhorn, Jr. 
Edward Williams, Jr. 
1944 
Class Agent: 
Barton E. Ferst 
Barton E. Ferst 
Meyer Kramer 
Carl F. Mogel 
David V. Shap.iro 
Paul L. Wise 
1945 
Jay D. Barsky 
S. Harry Galland 
Jane Mahady Mcintyre 
1946 
Class Agents: 
John L. Esterhai & 
John R. Miller 
Robert G. Erskine 
John L. Esterhai 
Janet Benjamin Macht 
H. Warren Ragot 
Harold Tull 
William H. G. Warner 
1947 
Class Agent: 
Robert M. Landis 
William E. Bethards, Jr. 
Raymond J Bradley 
Francis S. Brown, II I 
Charles R. Cooper, Jr. 
Emerson L. Darnell 
Robert B Doll 
Albert G. Driver 
Justin G. Duryea 
Leon Ehrlich 
Alfred L. Luongo 
Robert H. Malis 
William H. Mann 
William B. Pugh, Jr. 
Alfred W . Putnam 
Henry W . Sawyer 
James P. Schellenger 
Morris L. Weisberg 
Samuel K. White, Jr. 
1948 
Class Agent: 
Franklin Poul 
Walter Y. Anthony, Jr. 
John M. Bader 
Augustus S. Ballard 
John A. Ballard 
James C. Bowen 
Richard P. Brown, Jr. 
James E. Buckingham 
Robert B. Campbell 
John A. Clark 
Walter T. Darmopray 
Melvin C. Fisher 
Robert P. Frankel 
William J. Fuchs 
Albert H. Gold 
Leonard B. Gordon 
Harry M . Grace 
Gordon D. Griffin 
Philip M . Hammett 
W. Joseph Harri son, II I 
Joseph F. Harvey 
Daniel H. Huyett , Ill 
Solomon Katz 
Joseph J. Laws 
Eugene W . Lederer 
Noyes E. Leech 
Thomas S. J. M allon 
Robert Margolis 
Francis E. Marshall 
Robert F. Maxwell 
Robert C. McAdoo 
Charles V. Mill er 
Erwin L. Pin cus 
Michael A. Poppiti 
Franklin Poul 
John F. Rauhauser, Jr. 
Henry T. Reath 
G. Hayward Reid 
Donald Reuter 
Samuel B. Russell 
Lester H. Salter 
Herbert W. Salu s, Jr. 
W . E. Schubert, Jr. 
Scott W . Scully 
E. Eugene Shell ey 
Horace A. Stern 
George W. Thompson 
Kimber E. Vought 
William M . Webb 
Mildred Lubi ch Weisberg 
Thomas E. Wil cox 
Bernard Wolfm an 
Milt
on 
A. Wollm an 
John F. Zell er, II I 
1949 (February) 
Class Agent: 
Charles B. P. Van Pelt 
Hyman L. Battl e, Jr. 
Lewis B. Beatty, Jr. 
Marshall A. Bernstein 
Alan H. Cassman 
Samuel B. Corliss 
Cassin W . Craig 
Samuel S. Cross 
John M . Curry, Jr. 
George C. Eppinger 
Bernard A. Fischer 
Robert B. Frailey 
Gordon W . Gerber 
M. Stuart Goldin 
James W . Hagar 
A. C. Reeves Hicks 
Robert W . Lees 
William F. Lynch, II 
John T. Macartney 
Samuel W . Morris 
Lambert B. Ott 
Lee N. Ste iner 
Mark Townsend, Ill 
Bernard Wexler 
Henry M . Wick, Jr. 
Howard Varus 
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1949 Uune) 
Class Agent: 
Louis }. Carter 
Francis) . Carey 
Louis J. Carter 
Basil S. Cole, )r. 
Bancroft D . Haviland 
)ames F. Hyde, Jr. 
Fred H. Law, Jr. 
Herman H. Mattleman 
Wm. E. Miller, Jr. 
Edward W . Mullinix 
David H. Nelson 
)ames A. O 'Neill 
Charles C. Parlin, ) r. 
Marvin Schwartz 
Edward M . Spector 
Robert W. Valimont 
Peter M . Ward 
Francis B. Haas, )r. 
Edmond H. Heisler 
Leon C. Holt, Jr. 
Henry M . Irwin 
Robert L. Leininger 
Herbert M . Linsenberg 
Edward B. Meredith 
George )ames Miller 
Thomas R. Morse, )r. 
)ames E. O 'Connell 
Willi
am 
) C. O'Donnell 
Donald G. Oyler 
)ames C. N. Paul 
)ames H. Peters 
Louis C. Pulvermacher 
John M . Quinn 
David M . Satz, )r. 
Joseph ). Savitz 
Henry G. Schaeffer, ) r. 
Robert N. Smith 
1950 john D. Smyers 
Class Agent: Stephen]. Korn William F. Trapnell 
Morton Abrams Thomas A. Walrath 
William W . Atterbury, Jr. 
) . William Barba 
Francis A. Biunno 
Edward W . Cooke 
Daniel H. Erickson 
Peter Florey 
John R. Gauntt 
Robert S. Grodinsky 
Robert A. Hauslohner 
John F. Heinz 
Thomas M . Hyndman, )r. 
Paul L. Jaffe 
Melvin G. Levy 
Murray S. Monroe 
William G. O 'Neill 
Stanley W . Root, Jr. 
Harold S. Rosenbluth 
Douglas D . Royal 
A. N. Rubin, )r. 
Sylvan H. Savadove 
Alvin R. Schomer 
Frank K. Tarbox 
Virginia B. Wallace 
Robert M . Zimmerman 
1951 
Class Agent: 
Henry M . Irwin 
Clyde W . Armstrong 
C. Thomas Attix, ) r. 
Marvin K. Bailin 
Milton Becket 
Harold Berger 
Neil W . Surd 
Crede C. Calhoun 
Stuart Coven 
Park B. Dilks, Jr. 
Charles E. Dillon 
john F. A. Earley 
Paul M . Eyster 
Sidney Ginsberg 
Paul S. Glaser 
Martin S. Goodman 
joseph K. Gordon 
Oliver F. Green, Jr. 
Gerald ). Haas 
1952 
Class Agent: 
joseph P. Flanagan, }r. 
John G. Bartol 
Juliet T. Brace 
). Scott Calkins 
John P. Chandler 
Ira B. Coldren, )r. 
john P. Connors 
Olive S. Cummis 
JosephS. Elmaleh 
Edward L. Flaherty, ) r. 
Joseph P. Flanagan, ) r. 
Kiefer N. Gerstley 
Maxwell 
P. 
Corson 
Robert S. Hass 
Richard A. Huettner 
Alvin ) . Ivers 
William A. Kelley, Jr. 
Edwin R. Lowry 
William) . Lubic 
Edward M . Nagel 
Wilson H. Oldhouser 
William P. Quinn 
Clarence P. Reberkenny 
Abbott C. Roseman 
Benjamin F. Schweyer 
Walter I. Summerfield, ) r. 
William) . Taylor 
Thomas J. Timoney 
Stanton L. Triester 
Murry) . W aldman 
Minturn T. Wright, Ill 
1953 
Class Agent: 
Leonacd Barkan 
Margaret P. Allen 
Vincent) . Apruzzese 
E. Boyd Asplundh 
Leonard Barkan 
Richard A. Bausher 
Frederick T. Bebbington 
Don B. Sienko 
Mitchell Brock 
John Butterworth 
)ames S. Cafiero 
Elizabeth Hill Carson 
Gordon Cavanaugh 
Lee F. Driscoll, )r. 
William Fearen 
Louis S. Fine 
A. Theodore Flum 
Joseph H. Foster 
John C. Garner 
Burton F. Greenberg 
Bernard M . Kimmel 
John P. Knox 
Allan W . Lugg 
Stanley Margolies 
Donald R. McKay 
Ellis H. McKay 
William E Mikell 
Paul A. Nolle 
Roderick G. Norris 
C. Lee Nutt, Ill 
Thomas N. O 'Neill , Jr. 
Samuel F. Pryor, Ill 
Donald T. Puckett 
W. B. Scatchard, )r. 
Edward W . Silver 
Richard B. Smith 
Arthur R. G. Solmssen 
Alan M . Spector 
George A. Spohrer 
Stanley P. Stern 
William W. Vogel 
Sheldon M. Weiss 
C. Norwood Wherry 
S. Donald Wiley 
joseph C. Woodcock, Jr. 
William A. Wyatt 
George C. Xakellis 
1954 
Class Agent: 
Morris M. Shuster 
Ernest N. Agresti 
jerome R. Balka 
S. W. Bluestine 
Floyd E. Brandow, Jr. 
Berel Caesar 
Bruce L. Castor 
Aims C. Coney, )r. 
Chester T. Cyzio 
P. ) . DiQuinzio 
Carl A. Frahn 
Marvin Garfinkel 
William L. Glosser 
Morton S. Gorelick 
Garry G. Greenstein 
Ben F. Kaito 
E. Brooks Keffer, Jr. 
S. Gerald Litvin 
Albert F. McGee, ) r. 
Murray Milkman 
William) . Purcell 
Pace Reich 
Raymond C. Schlegel 
Robert M . Scott 
Stanford Shmukler 
Morris M . Shuster 
Barry R. Spiegel 
Mi
c
ha el ) . Stack, )r . 
GeorgeS. Stewart, Ill 
William Thatcher 
Joan P. Wohl 
Edward A. Woolley 
Sidney T. Yates 
1955 
Class Agents: 
Irvin M. Hirsh & 
Robert I. Kendall, }r. 
W. Thomas Berriman 
William H. Brown, Ill 
Joel C. Coleman 
)ames R. Cooper 
Samuel Diamond 
David C. Harrison 
Robert L. Hesse 
Irving M . Hirsh 
W. Scott johns, Ill 
David). Kaufman 
Robert L. Kendall, )r. 
Arthur Levy 
Arthur H. Moss 
Bertram S. Murphy 
Barton L. Post 
S. White Rhyne, )r. 
Angus M. Russell 
HenryS. Ruth, )r. 
Ralph F. Scalera 
Edward H. Schmitt 
Murray M. Schwartz 
AlbertS. Shaw, Jr. 
Alvin L. Snowiss 
Mervin M. Wilf 
Barry B. Wohlman 
Norman P. Zarwin 
1956 
Class Agents: 
Henry B. Fitzpatrick, }r. & 
Isaac ·s. Garb 
Herbert). Abedon 
Charles). Basch 
Edward F. Beatty, )r . 
Robert M. Beckman 
Norman M . Berger 
Donald K. Bobb 
Richard L. Bond 
Ralph B. Craine, Jr. 
Paul C. Dewey 
John A. Erickson 
Paul A. Feiner 
Leon H. Fox, )r. 
Isaac S. Garb 
Stephen W . Graffam 
). Barton Harrison 
Libby S. Harwitz 
in memory of 
jerome H. Harwitz 
Richard V. Holmes 
Alan G. Kirk , II 
Evan S. Kranzley 
George ) . Lavin , Jr. 
Arthur W . Leibold, )r. 
Richard L. McMahon 
)ames W . Moore 
Kester R. Pierson 
Melvin Rubin 
John S. Schmid 
Carl W. Schneider 
Alvin G. Shpeen 
Leonard S. Slavit 
Donn P. Slonim 
Dolores Korman Sloviter 
Barlow Smith 
John M. Wajert 
Robert). Wollet 
Vincent X. Yakowicz 
1957 
Class Agent: 
Richard G. Schneider 
Alvin S. Ackerman 
Maurice Axelrad 
William M. Barnes 
Isaac H. Clothier 
Robert S. Cohen 
Mahlon M. Frankhauser 
Larry J. Goldsborough 
George C. Greer 
Norman M. Heisman 
William W . Lanigan 
john 0 . Karns 
Goncer M. Krestal 
Seymour Kurland 
William G. Malkames 
Stephen ) . McEwen, ) r. 
Edward M. Medvene 
Jerrold V. Moss 
)ames M. Mulligan 
Russell R. Reno, ) r. 
Stephen I. Richman 
Richard M. Rosenbleeth 
Edward E. Russell 
joseph W. Salus 
Richard G. Schneider 
Ellen Queeney Suria 
John R. Suria 
Myles H. Tanenbaum 
Michael L. Temin 
E. Norman Veasey 
Ronald P. Wertheim 
Simon R. Zimmerman, Ill 
1958 
Class Agent: 
George B. McNelis 
Fred C. Aldridge, )r. 
Harris C. Arnold , Jr. 
Duffield Ashmead, Ill 
Bennett I. Bardfeld 
Harold). Berger 
D. Francis Biondi 
S. David Brandt 
Philip Cohen 
Martin S. Evelev 
jacques Geisen berger, ) r. 
Howard Gittis 
Melvin D. Glass 
Sidney R. Granite 
Raymond L. Hovis 
Michael G. Kurcias 
Alan W . Margolis 
John P. McKenna 
Ramon R. Obod 
Michael A. Orl ando , Ill 
Philip H. Osborne 
)ames A. Perrin 
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R. L. Pfannebecker Lewis). Gordon 1962 ArthurS. Karaf in Samuel H. Nelson 
John W. Roberts Robert) . Hastings Class Agent: L. A. Krupnick Bruce S. Nielsen 
Ronald R. Rosenberg Edmund G. Hauff Kenneth M. Cushman Judah I. Labovi tz David C. Patten 
John). Runzer john H. Higgs Paul Auerbach john ). Langenbach Paul D. Pearson 
joseph H. Savitz Edward Hoopes, IV Leigh W. Bauer Thomas F. Macaniff Christopher R. Rosser 
Allan B. Schneirov Richard S. Hyland Martin M. Berliner Arnold Machles Herbert F. Schwartz 
William). Sharkey I. Grant lrey, Jr. Barbara P. Berman David H. Marion Evan Y. Semerjian 
David). Steinberg John R. Jakubowski R. David Bradley Sidney G. Masri Burton K. Stein 
L. Gerald Tarantino, Jr. Allan Katz jonas Brodie Francis G. Mays James A. Strazzella 
Friedrich) . Weinkopf Mark K. Kessler Phillip R. Burnaman john H. McGrail Peter C. Ward 
Elliott Yampell Charles G. Kopp E. Barclay Cale, Jr. Paul R. Melletz 
Henry W. Lavine William B. Christy, IV Henry F. Miller 1965 
,[i, 1959 
Frank H. Lewis Leonard) . Cooper joseph L. Monte, Jr. Class Agent: 
Class Agent: Michael H. Malin 
James D. Crawford Louis H. Nevins Harvey Bartle Ill 
joseph Beller David 0 . Miller 
Kenneth M . Cushman RobertS . O'Hara, Jr. M artin J. Aronstein 
L. Carter Anderson Roland Morris 
William) . Dale John W. Packel Harvey Bartle, Ill 
Philip G. Auerbach Samuel W . Newman 
Judith Norvick Dean Robert) . Partlow Robert E. Benson 
Donald Beckman Benjamin S. Ohrenstein 
George C. Decas Earle J. Patterson Harold P. Block 
H. Donald Busch Robert E. Penn 
Richard D. Ehrlich Neil Reiseman Paul) . Bschorr 
james). Casby, Jr. Samuel J. Reich 
Burton H. Finkelstein Herbert Riband, Jr. Gurdon H. Buck 
Philip Cherry Edward Robin 
Nick S. Fisfis J. Ashley Roach Bernard Chanin 
john) . Cowan David E. Seymour 
Francis E. G Ieeson, Jr. Ruth B. Rosenberg Lita I ndzel Cohen 
Richard C. Csaplar, J r Stanley M . Shingles Gerald E. Haughey 
Michael ) . Rotko Henry T. Dechert 
William H. Eastburn, Ill David S. Shrager 
Martin G. Heckler Daniel C. Sori ano, Jr. Charles H. Dorsett, Jr. 
Murray S. Eckel! Silas Spengler 
john A. Herdeg Max Spinrad Neil G. Epstein 
Murray S. Eckell Vernon Stanton, Jr. 
Burton Hoffman Albert M . Stark William H. Ewing 
Seymour H. Feingold William T. Sutphin 
Steven D. Ivins Jonathan R. Steinberg ) . joseph Frankel 
Gerald F. Flood, Jr. Cherie Gaines Swann 
Warren) . Kauffman Robert J. Stern Meritt B. Gavin 
john J. Francis, Jr. · Lowell S. Thomas, Jr 
Edmond M . Kirby David C. Toomey Richard Gordimer 
William) . Geen Charles M . Weisman 
Daniel ) . Lawler Faith Ryan Whittlesey David D. Hagstrom 
Murray C. Goldman Marvin M . Wodlinger David P. Loughran 
Susan P. Windle Thomas P. Hamilton, Jr. 
Arthur R. Gorr Ronald Ziegler 
Spencer A. Manthrope Stephen G. Yusem Gilbert W . Harrison 
Austin B. Graff 
David W . Miller Paul C. Heintz 
August E. G rashof 1961 Edwin S. Moore, Ill 1964 
John F. Hellegers 
Bernard M . Gross Class Agent: 
Stephen) . Moses Class Agent: Richard M . Horwood 
Selwyn A. Horvitz Wilfred F. Lorry 
Francis W . Murphy William }. Levy Stephen L. Hymowitz 
David M . Jordan jared H. Adams 
Stephen L. Newnham John T. Andrews, Jr. james W. jennings 
Albert W. Laisy james H. Agger 
H. Christopher Nolde Richard A. Ash Carol Agin Kipperman 
Thomas B. Moorhead Lewis Becker 
Philip S. Nyman Steven T. Atkins William H. Lamb 
John T. Mulligan Raymond K. Denworth 
Robert M . Philson Peter F. Axe lrad Alan M . Lerner 
Peter C. Paul Ruth Morris Force Alan) . Pogarsky Frank B. Baldwin, Ill 
Benjamin Lerner 
Peter H. Pfund Robert A. Freedman Martin M . Pollock Michael M . Baylson Albert L. Lingelbach 
Martin B. Pitkow Bernard Glassman John H. Potts Harry P. Begier, Jr. Harry R. M arshall, Jr. 
George F. Reed Rayner M . Hamilton Charles B. Pursel G. William Bissell Gerald ). M cCon omy 
G. Wayne Renneisen Ann Epstein Harrison Richard J. Sharkey George C. Bradley Albert C. Oehrle, Jr. 
Marshall A. Rutter Peter Hearn M . Michael Sharlot Earl T. Britt Morgan L. Pape 
Harry K. Schwartz james N. Horwood Louis P. Silverman Stephen A. Cozen Rod) . Pera 
Donald A. Semisch Howard M. Jaffe Clayton H. Thomas, Jr. George M . Dallas Ca rl S. Rauh 
Oscar F. Spicer Michael Joseph Beryl Richman Dean Harry E. Reagan, Ill 
Alan R. Squires Robert H. Kleeb, Jr. 1963 David Dearborn Rodman M . Rosenberger 
joseph B. Sturgis Daniel M . Kristol Class Agent: Francis W. Deegan L. J. Rothenberg 
Thomas A. Swope, J r Richard Krzyzanowski Harold Bogatz Marshall A. Deutsch joseph A. Rya n 
Ira P. Tiger Lewis S. Kunkel , Jr. Steven A. Arbittier Neil K. Evans Blair L. Sadler 
David R. Tomb, Jr. Herbert W . Larson Donald V. Berlanti H. Robert Fiebach Sheldon N. Sandler 
John D. Wilson Anthony S. Leidner Aaron D. Blumberg Michae l H. Frankel Arthur R. Spector 
Paul G. Levy Harold Bogatz Steven R. Frankel Richard F. Stern 
1960 Wilfred F. Lorry Robert P. Browning Robert G. Fuller, Jr. J. Terry Stratman 
Class Agent: William B. Moyer Henry B. Cortesi john R. Gibbel Nei l H. Tannebaum 
' I john A. Walter Spencer G. Nauman, Jr. Robert J. Cotton L. Anthony Gibson Francis H. Tweed, Jr. 
Edward L. Batoff William B. Pennell Thomas F. Cunnane Henry A. Gladstone Welsh S. White 
Chas. J. Bogdanoff David V. Randall Nicholas P. Damico ). Gordon Hansen Park er H. Wil son 
jesse H. Choper Robert A. Rosin john D. Digiacomo HenryS. Hi l les, Jr John T. Wi l liams 
Frederick Cohen Robert J. Sann Lowell H. Dubrow George H Jackson, Il l j ames A. Wimmer 
Edward I. Dobin Willi am R. Shane David M . Epstein Alan K. Kaplan Mark E. Win slow 
Leonard Ergas A. Grant Sprecher Myrna Paul Field Yale Lazris 
Frank Federman David L. Steck Edward M . Glickman William) . Levy 1966 
Melvin S. Feldman Roger S. Young jay L. Go ldberg Frederi ca K. Lombard Class Agent: 
Gordon Gelfond Michael A. Crean Michael M . M aney James F. Bell, Ill 
Michael Goldman John L. Harrison, Jr Marian Pea rlman Nease David J. Ackerman 
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john N. Ake, Jr. 1967 Thomas D. Henderer 1970 Michael W. Freeland 
David J. Anderson Class Agents: jonathan jewett Class Agent: Steven L. Friedman 
Carol R. Aronoff Jacob P. Hart Robert A. jones Franklin L. Best, }r. Kenneth V. Heland 
Robert N Axelrod Lawr.ence Weiner Donald K. Joseph Mark L. Austrian Robert 0. Hills 
james F. Bell , Ill Jon A. Baughman Joshua A. Kalkstein Walter S. Batty, Jr. Stanley A. Koppelman 
Allen D. Black David A. Belasco Brian T. Keim Paul Bernbach Donald A. Kress 
jame$ B. Blinkoff Ira Brind William 0 . Lamotte, Ill Franklin L. Best, Jr. Ronald A. Kriss 
Robert N. Bohorad George T. Brubaker Edith Gresham Laver William C. Bochet Sue Nadel Lang 
Harry 0 . Boreth Stewart R. Cades Norman E. Levine joseph C. Bright, Jr. Arthur W. Lefco 
Stephen M. Brett Melvyn L. Cantor john B. Lowy Francis J. Burweger james R. Leonard , Jr. 
Robert A. Budd Michael Q. Carey Gerald D. Mindell Carroll J. Cavanagh Alexander I. Lewis, Ill 
D. Barlow Burke, j r. Edward T. Chase joy Kleiner Pollock Howard L. Dale G. Craig Lord 
Linda Klein Champlin Harold K. Cohen Arthur H. Rainey Robert N. Davenport, Jr. Sheila Taenzler McMeen 
Stephen M . Courtland I rene tJ . Cotton Thomas A. Ralph William R. Dimeling Joel W. Messing 
Roger F. Cox Stephen P. Dicke Thomas A. Reed John D. Draghi David G. Owen 
Darryl B. Deaktor Daniel A. Durkin Kenneth A. Sagat Anthony A. Dreyspool Drew Salaman 
john M . Desiderio Andrew M . Epstein Gail E. Sanger I. Michael Greenberger Leslie J. Scallet 
james Eiseman, Jr. Robert L. Friedman john D. Schupper Marcia D. Greenberger Thomas R. Schmuhl 
Allan M . Elfman Donald G. Gavin William W . Schwarze Earl D. Greenburg Andrew J. Schwartzman 
Lawrence A. Garber Carmen L. Gentile Anne Kahn Silverstein Frederick B. Henry Neal A. Schwarzfeld 
Thomas Gibson William B. Gray Rudolph A. Socey, Jr. Wayne T. J au ron Laurence Z. Shiekman 
Francis X. Gindhart Jacob P. Hart Lewis G. Steinberg Anthony S. Kaufmann Michael K. Simon 
Mark E. Goldberg Christopher Hays Clifford H. Swain Alexander Kerr George A. Stohner 
Marvin S. Goldklang William C. Hewson jere R. Thomson john E. Kratz, Jr. William H. Suddell, Jr. 
Roger L. Goldman William A. Humenuk Jan B. Vlcek Marlene F. Lachman E. Clinton Swift, Jr. 
Wilmot L. Harris, Jr. M. Richard Kalter N. P. Wardell , VI Steven B. Lapin james Weiner 
Paul W . Heil Arthur L. Klein Mark M . Weinstein Richard M. Leisner Theodore A. Young 
Bruce G. Hermelee Theodore J. Kozloff Richard H. Woods Fred H. Marcusa Arthur A. Zatz 
Dale P. Kensinger William H. Kuehnle Stephen C. Zivitz jane Lang McGrew Lloyd R. Z iff 
Gerald Kobell Dale Penneys Levy Thomas J. McGrew 
jeffrey K. Kominers Nessim Levy 1969 John J. Mclaughlin, Jr. 1972 
Stephen M . Kraut Edward M. Luria Class Agents: jonathan W. Miller Class Agent: 
Joseph E. Lastowka, J r Alan R. Markizon George W. Davies john W. Morris Doris Benson 
Robert P. Lawry Harry D. Mercer Gregory Weiss Roy A. Nierenberg Richard D. Bank 
Michael A. Levin Marvin J. Mundel Stephen M. Adelson Patricia J. Parks Doris Benson 
William N. Levy jacob I. Nogi Richard B. Alderman Alan D. Plotkin Dan Braveman 
Peter S. Lewicki Norman Pearlstine Carol S. Boulanger Robert M . Potamkin Ellen Sterns Brown 
john R. Merrick Martin D. Polevoy Brigid E. Carey john W. Reading John W. Carroll 
Patricia A. Metzer Paul S. Shapiro Brian Clemow Edwin 0 . Robinson, J r Marc A. Citron 
Melvin B. Miller Vinson P. Stouck Stewart R. Dalzell Lanny M . Sagal Ronald A. Clayton 
Maven J. Myers Dennis R. Suplee George W . Davies Gerald L. Schrader Joseph H. Cooper 
Stephanie Weiss Naidoff J. Robert Vankirk John F. Depodesta Mary Ellen Satin Schwab Louis G. Corsi 
Todd S. Parkhurst A. Ronald Wilkoc Spencer W. Frank, Jr. Mark E. Solomons Charles M. Darling, IV 
S. Giles Payne Eric C. Woglom james Y. Garrett Mark W. Suffern, II Martin I. Darvick 
Samuel S. Pearlman Henry Y. Goldman David R. Straus Stephen P. Deitsch 
Elliot B. Platt 1968 Charles A. Gordon Gary Tilles john E. Dewald 
David Plimpton 
Class Agents: james E. Howard RichardT. Tomar 
Theodore Eisenberg 
William M . Robinson 
Thomas A. Ralph john H. Lavely, Jr. Leslie Levis Tomenson John Endicott 
Emery H. Rosenbluth, Jr Alfred H. Wilcox Detlef G. Lehnardt Edward M. Watters, Ill james S. Feight, Jr. 
Daniel R. Ross 
Lawrence I. Abrams Michael L. Levy George H. Weiler, Ill john T. Fitzgerald 
Michael A. Sand 
Pau I L. Barron john F. Meigs Edward H. Weis John A. Fouhey 
Palmer K. Schreiber 
Richard L. Bazelon Searle E. Mitnick William H. Wentz John W. Freeman 
Peter D. Scott 
Richard I. Beattie, Jr. Lynn S. Moore John M . Willmann 
james S. Halpern 
jo
el 
D . Siegel 
David Bender Gerald V. Niesar james L. Kerr 
Gurney P. Sloan, Jr. 
S. J. Bernstein Margaret Moist Powers 1971 Michael T. Kiesel 
Mary J. Snyder 
Daniel E. Cohen Wm. R. Powers, Jr. Class Agents: 
Barry C. Klickstein 
Charles S. Sokoloff 
Douglas C. Conroy Michael J. Roach jeffrey C. Hayes Michael F. Kraemer 
Richard D. Steel 
Peter H. Dodson William G. Rogerson Lloyd R. Z iff 
Mark G. Lappin 
john H. Titley Conrad J. Eberstein Susan J. Ross Marc S. Alpert Kenneth R. Logan 
Harold K. Vickery, Jr. 
John W. Fischer Sandra Shapiro Mitchell L. Bach Christopher J. Margolin 
Richard N. Weiner 
Lawrence j . Fox Richard P. Sills James D. Beste 
Peter F. Marvin 
joel Weisberg Earl R. Franklin Jeffrey M . Stopford Stewart A. Block Theodore W . Mason 
Matthew C. Weisman Mark D. Gordon Samuel 0 . Tilton Charles J. Bloom Thompson J. McCullough 
Ira J. K. Wells, Jr. Murray A. Greenberg Paul F. Ware, Jr. james S. Boynton John P. McKelligott 
Thomas E. Wood Robert S. Grimes Gregory A. Weiss james S. Bryan 
E. Ellsworth M cM een, Ill 
Bernhardt K. Wruble Burton K. Haimes Bradford F. Whitm an HenryS. Bryans 
Robert N. Meals 
Richard E. Halperin Hugh D. Wise, Ill Mark M. Carroll 
Margery K. Miller 
H. Ben Hander Frank G. Cooper 
David L. Millstein 
Lawrence B. Hannah Alan M . Darnell 
David M. Narrow 
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john R. O'Neill George W . Westervelt, Jr. Vincent P. Hatton Bruce A. Eisenberg 
David I. Pincus joseph H. Wolfe, Jr. Richard L. Kalin Paul F. Farr 
Richard L. Plevinsky Sharon M . Zimmer Joan D. Katz Mary C. Frye 
David L. Pollack Cheryl Koshetz Kosan E. M arianne Gabel 
Mark Pollak 1974 E. Michael Kosan Virginia B. Gordan 
Leslie R. Price Class Agent: Gregory) . Ligelis Mi chae l D. Hunsin ger ,,1 
Amy R. Richter Peter j. Crosby Robert M . Lipman Ruth ). Katz 
Patrick R. Riley Marian Freint Albert Stephen M . Loeb Virginia Kerr 
Roger N. Rosenberger Kevin T. Baine Michael P. McMahon Lawrence B. Kurland 
Bruce C. Rosenthal Steven Berk Damon C. Miller Eri c B. Levine 
Michael G. Scheininger William H. Bohnett Richard W . Moore Antonio M ag li occo, Jr. 
Leonard M . Shambon Marvin) . Brauth Alan C. Myers Richard A. M atasa r 
• I'· Boaz M . Shattan, Jr . Leonard Cooper 
Nancy Loeb Rackoff Ralph K. M erzbach 
Steven B. Shore john P. Edgar Alan I. Reich Nina Sumers Myers 
jane E. Sommer James W . Ehrman john D. Sharer Lisa ). Po ll ak 
Randall ) . Sommovilla Michael T. Everett William S. Stevens Irwin A. Popowsky 
Pauline Stevens jack M . Feder Lee H. Wagman Frederi c R. Rohn 
David F. Tufaro Arlene Fickler Jonathan I. Wax Anne L. Sega I 
Felix M . Wysocki Ronald R. Fieldstone Toni G. Wolfman Richard C. Silver 
Martin A. Flayhart DavidS. Yen M ark R. Su ss man 
1973 John M . Fowler james A. Young, Ill Rando lph W. Tritell 
Class Agent: Samuel A. Frederick Howard Zucker 
Consuela 5. Woodhead Barry Gottlieb 1976 
Robert H. Aronson Howard P. james Class Agent: 
Robert S. Bass Miles A. )ellinek john A Terri II, II 
Shirley Kline Bennett Walters W . Kemp Sheryl L. Auerbach 
Jeffrey Blumenfeld Stephen D. Kramer Ruthanne Beighley 
Laura R. Blumenfeld Marilyn Ziff Kutler Richard M . Bern stein 
Robert T. Bowsher Christopher R. Lipsett Willi am 0. Blome 
Andrew A. Cadot Helge J. Loytved Susa n K. Blumenthal 
Robert C. Cassidy, Jr. Thomas J. Manning, Jr. Nancy) . Bregstein 
Charles I. Cogut Barbara Forster Moore Martha W Bush 
Bernard) . Davella, Jr. Glen A. Payne john F. Cambria 
Charles E. Dorkey, Ill David B. Pudlin ). Edward Ca ruso 
Christine M. Doty Helen Pomerantz Pudlin Sandra A. Ciull o 
Saul S. Epstein joseph F. Roda Leonard Co lamarino 
Murray Gerstenhaber Lee S. Saltzman Jack Delman 
Howard N. Greenberg Nina Segre Lawrence Finkelstein 
Ronald M . Griffith Myron Seiter Barba ra Hoffman Frank 
Joel M . Hamme Alan Siflinger John P Freeman 
Susan E. Hofkin Andrew M . Smulian j oseph Gabai 
David H. Johnson julie Kurtz Spiegel Robert L. Gorm an 
Scott A. Junkin Mark N. Steinberger Edward I. Handelman 
Kenneth S. Kamlet Peter W . Vogt Dennis M . Horn 
Michael R. Klekman Ca rlt on B. Kl apper Martin) . Lewin 1975 Murray Kushner 
Philip R. Lezenby, Jr. Class Agent: Joseph L. Lin coln . 
Sean A. M cCarthy john D. Sharer Maury j . Mechanick 
Randall H. McFarlane Lawrence) . Arem Edward H. M erves 
james C. McGuire David G. Battis Deborah Kamhi Monheit 
Raymond W . Mushal David E. Beavers 
Peter C. Nelson Kent S. Bernard 
Clyde E. Murphy 
Cole H. Oram Rita L. Bern stein 
Louisa Smi th Mygatt 
John) . Poggi, Jr. Donald T. Bl ack 
Stephen B. Mygatt 
James j . Sandman 
Roslyn Goold Pollack jesse L. Burke Alan R. Schwartz 
Allen E. Rennett Jeffrey R. Chodorow Jerome B. Simandle 
R. Bruce Rich Jeffrey N. Cooper j ohn A. Terrill II 
Charles N. Riley William C. 
Crooks 
Sander B. Ross Mark B. Davis 
Sherrie Raiken Savett Richard H. Dolan 1977 
Henry S. Schleif! Eileen M . Dranginis Class Agent: 
James F. Schwerin Peter J. Dranginis Anthony C. DiGioia 
Ira S. Shapiro John E. Fitzgerald, Ill Rochell e P. Bergman 
Sidney A. Shapiro Diane Levine Gardener Howa rd D. Bu rnett 
Thomas B. Steiger, Jr. Beverly Rubman Goldfus Gary E. Canto r 
Willi
am 
C. Sussman Mark B. Goldfu s Ri chard A. Crow ley 
Stephen R. Takeuchi Phyllis R. Gordon Anthony C. Digioia 
I 
Joel W . Todd M . Duncan Grant Richard D. D ionne 
Kenneth R. Werner Micha el D. Green M ark R. Disler 
I 
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Gifts Donated In Memory 1977-1978 Parents and Friends 
In Memory of 
Samuel P. Lavine 
Mr. & Mrs. R. L. Amsterdam 
Mr. and Mrs . Joseph Berlin 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Berman 
George J. Broder, MD . 
Mr. Sylvan W. Drucker 
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Friedman 
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Cold 
Mr. Richard C. Goodwin 
Gunter R. Haase, MD . 
Frank E. Hahn, Jr ., Esq . 
Mr. Ary L. Kaufmann 
Mrs. Sally P. Lavine 
Mrs . Julius P. Leof 
Mrs. Lee S. Levinson 
Mrs. Helen C. Lowenthal 
Sylvester M . Miller, DD.S. 
Mr. and Mrs . Michael Norman 
Hon. Samuel H. Rosenberg 
Mrs. Sugar Sellman 
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Shapiro 
Mrs. Julius Silvert 
Mr. H. Royer Smith, Jr. 
Squire, Sanders & Dempsey 
Steinberg, Greenstein, 
Goreli ck & Pri ce 
Mrs. David L. Ullman 
Mrs . Bernard Weinberg 
Hon. Nochem S. Winnet 
Joseph S. Wohl, DD.S 
Matching Gift Program 
In Memory of 
J. Wesley McWilliams 
Robert K. Bell, Esq. 
Richard P. Brown, Jr., Esq . 
Mrs. Scott Darby 
Mr. and Mrs. john Dewey 
Mrs. Frorine Dick 
Mrs . Anne D. Emmons 
Mrs. Clarence E. Hall 
Dr. Russell P. Heuer 
Mrs . Alice B. Irvin 
Ms. Louise S. Johnston 
Labrum & Doak 
Mrs. Arthur Littleton 
Edwin P. Longstreet, Esq . 
Mr. & Mrs. Lee Marshall 
David F. Maxwell, Esq. 
Mrs . George W. McClelland 
Desmond J McTighe, Esq . 
Montgomery, McCracken, 
W alker & Rhoads 
Mrs . Richard Rollins 
Mr. E. Craig Sweeten, jr 
Mr. Lowell S. Thomas 
Mrs. Mary C . S Webb 
Parents 
Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Alcorn 
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Alexander 
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Bershad 
Mr. and Mrs. Flavio D. Chavez 
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin L. Falk 
Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Goldstein 
Mr. and Mrs. William S. Green 
Mr. and Mrs. Carl R. Heinz 
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Huddleson 
Mr. and Mrs . julian jawitz 
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Y. Leong 
Mr. and Mrs. Silvio C . Lorelli 
Mr. Melvin Richter 
Mrs. Charlotte L. Saccomandi 
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Schuppert 
Mrs. Betty P. Swindle 
Friends 
Roger Bernstein 
Max Freedman 
Mr. & Mrs. H. V. Croverman 
Libby S. Harwitz 
In Memory of 
jerome H. Harwitz '56 
Lloyd S. Herrick 
George C. Laub 
Law School Light Opera Company 
Sylvester M. Miller 
Nancy W. C. Putnam 
Stephen A. Stark 
Charles J. Webb Foundation 
Among the strongly growing aspects of annual 
giving is our matching gifts program. Corporations 
and firms wishing to support the Law School have 
adopted a policy of matching, wholly or in part, 
the gifts made to Law Annual Giving by their 
employees, partners, officers or directors. 
Alumni who are participants in such a program 
benefit by having such matching gifts credited to 
themselves and their classes. The following firms 
contributed to the 1977-1978 campaign . A list of 
the companies promoting this method of 
charitable giving is available from the Alumni 
Affairs Office. 
Air Products & Chemicals 
American Standard 
American Telephone & Telegraph 
Amoco Foundation, Inc. 
ARA Services 
Arthur Anderson & Company 
Aurthur Young Foundation 
Atlantic Richfield 
Bell Telephone of Pennsylvania 
Bethlehem Steel 
Bristol Meyers Foundation 
Brockway Glass 
Chase Manhattan Bank 
Chemical Bank 
Chevron Matching Gifts 
Covington & Burling 
Dow Chemical Company 
Esmark Inc. Foundation 
Eaton Corporation 
Fidelity Bank 
General Electric Company 
Hercules, Inc. 
H. J. Heinz Company 
INA Corporation 
ITT Corporation 
I U International 
J .C. Penny Company, Inc. 
Kiplinger Foundation 
Lukens Steel Company 
Marek & Company 
Mobil Oil Corporation 
Mutual Benefit Life Insurance 
National Central Bank 
Olin Corporation 
Pennwalt Corporation 
Pennsylvania Power and Light 
Prudential Insurance Company 
Quaker Chemical Corporation 
Scott Paper Company 
Smith Kline Corporation 
Sperry Rand Corporation 
Stauffer Chemical Company 
Sun Company 
The New Yorker 
TRW, Inc. 
William Penn Foundation 
Wilmer Cutler Pickering 
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Planned Giving, 1977-78 
The Planned Giving section of the University 
of Pennsylvania's Development Office encourages 
and facilitates support of the Law School through 
bequests in wills, testamentary trusts, life income 
trusts, gifts of life insurance, the University's 
Pooled Life Income Fund and gifts of all kinds that 
are made specifically to honor the I iving or 
remember the dead-such as contributions to the 
Alumni and Friends Book Fund. Gifts may be 
modest or substantial but in either case it is 
assured that they will provide a lasting tribute. 
Milton Berger, '29- Book Fund 
Estate of Franklin H. Berry, '28-Bequest to Alumni 
Annual Giving, Law School (Benjamin Franklin 
Associates) 
Stewart R. Cades, '67- Book-a-Year Program 
Bertram D. Coleman, '49-Aiumni and Friends 
Book Fund 
L. Leroy Deininger, '14-Book-a-Year Program 
Samuel Diamond, '27- John Bartram Associates 
June G. Gest in memory of her husband Sydney G. 
Gest-Desk of her father-in-law Judge John 
Marshall Gest, '82 
Walter S. Hunter, '29-Aiumni and Friends Book 
Fund 
Estate of C. Raymond Ireland, '02- Bequest for 
Congress Hall Society Law Alumni Scholarship 
Fund 
Estate of Mary L. Lee (Widow of William V. Lee, 
'21 )-Bequest for Mary L. Lee Scholarship Fund 
(Law School) 
Estate of George Glover Lewis, '33-Unrestricted 
bequest: George Glover Lewis Scholarship Fund 
to be established in Law School 
Estate of Robert C. Ligget, '17- Bequest to Law 
School Development Fund 
Estate of Hazel F. Lowenstein , '28- Bequest to 
Alumni Annual Giving, Law School (Benjamin 
Franklin Associates) 
J. Wesley McWilliams, '15-Aiumni and Friends 
Book Fund 
Estate of J. Wesley McWilliams , '15-Bequest to 
Alumni Annual Giving Perpetuation Endowment 
Fund 
Anthony S. Minisi, '52-John Bartram Associates 
These gifts are not included in Annual Giving 
figures but are listed in this Report to give 
recognition to the donors. Donors are 
acknowledged in the year when their gifts are 
made and in the year when their gifts mature and 
are received by the School. 
The Planned Giving Committee would like to 
invite all Alumni and Friends to include support 
for the Law School in their long-range plans . 
During 1977-78 the following Alumni and Friends 
made gifts or were honored or remembered 
through the Planned Giving Program: 
Samuel Mink, '33- Book-a-Year Program 
Samuel M. Rosenfeld, '30-Aiumni and Friends 
Book Fund 
Estate of Milton C. Sharp- Bequest for Milton C. 
Sharp Prize Fund (Law School) 
William I. Troutman, '30-Aiumni and Friends 
Book Fund 
Estate of Ellis D. Williams 1868 (Coll ege , 1865, 
Graduate School, 1868)- Bequest for Ellis D. 
Williams Endowment Fund 
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I 
I 
students have responsibility for their actions, stu-
dents are assigned to represent their clients directly 
and are not simply assisting their supervisors. Stu-
dents, therefore, make the decisions, do the client 
interviews, negotiate with other lawyers, do dis-
covery work and argue in court. 
This could not occur, of course, without pro-
tection for the client. The supervisor must insure 
that the client is receiving adequate representation. 
This requirement at times interferes with the goal 
of allowing students to assume responsibility. But, 
by and large, this conflict does not occur. Rather, 
it is close supervision that allows students to 
assume responsibility, and close supervision and 
critique that maximizes the educational value of 
the fieldwork experience. 
The office and the supervisor's job, therefore, 
are structured to provide as much critique of stu-
dent work as possible. First, t_he program is staffed 
by four full time teachers qt the Law School. The 
supervisor's job in a clinical program is always 
potentially schizophrenic- part of the demands of 
the job push towards performing a lawyering role 
(and feeling and thinking like other lawyers); other 
demands of the job push towards being a teacher 
(and thinking and feeling and acting like other 
teachers). But because our supervisors see teaching 
as their primary function, they are constantly ask-
ing themselves not only lawyering questions but 
also, "what do I want to use this student experi-
ence to teach and what is the best way to 
teach it?" 
Second, each student is assigned to one super-
visor throughout the semester. Not only does this 
concentrate the responsibility for the student's 
development on one person, but it insures that 
this development is assessed and monitored with 
attention to the particular students' learning needs 
and prior experience. 
Third, every piece of student work going out 
of the office is reviewed; every court appearance 
is attended by a supervisor and is critiqued . Where 
it is physically impossible for the supervisor to 
be present at a meeting between a student and 
his/her client, or a student and another lawyer, 
recordings, transcripts and student memos in the 
Legal Assistance Office 17 
form of dialogues are utilized to allow subsequent 
review of these meetings. 
Fourth, each student meets regularly with 
his/her supervisor to review the work done on cases 
and, also, has a midsemester evaluation meeting 
and a final evaluation meeting, at which time the 
student is provided a written critique of his/her 
semester's performance. 
Finally, a series of classes further enhances 
the process of evaluation and critique. The classes 
are designed to relate directly to the field work 
experience enabling students to learn more readily 
from their field experience by helping them to 
develop models of performance and the ability to 
critically analyze their own work. 
Each student attends classes twice a week-
once with all the clinical students, and once in a 
seminar with his/her supervisor together with the 
other six or seven students who share the super-
visor. (The program as a whole, then, has four or 
five classes a week-one large class and three or 
four smaller seminar sessions.) In both the large 
classes and the seminars the materials for discus-
sion are always a lawyer's or a student's work 
product in the form of documents or videotapes . 
The focus of the discussion is always on identify-
ing and evaluating courses of action and decision . 
For example students, for the initial class, are 
asked to study the materials from a case file which 
includes a long memo from the lawyer who was 
handling the case chronologically describing its 
developments, several complaints (a state court 
eviction and a federal court §1983 complaint), a 
legal memo, and some correspondence . The basic 
question for class discussion is "how would you 
evaluate the lawyer's performance?" Focusing on 
that question is intended first to prompt students 
to ask that question of their own work; and second , 
to indicate that evaluation of other lawyer' s files is 
a valuable way to learn about lawyering. The class 
discussion, itself, explicitly addresses the issue of 
standards for evaluating lawyer's work . What criteria 
should be used to evaluate lawyer's decisions? 
What is a good interview, a good negotiation, etc .? 
The discussion of the standards invariably raises 
questions about who appropriately makes certain 
I 
,, 
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decisions-the lawyer or the client. This points 
out the need to address ethical questions in setting 
standards of performance. It also illustrates how 
different conceptions of the lawyer's role influ-
ence both the evaluation and the outcome of a 
case. There is no pretense that these issues are 
discussed fully; rather they illustrate an approach 
and raise an agenda that will be discussed through-
out the semester. 
The second class begins the discussion of 
particular lawyering skills-in this instance, inter-
viewing. Students are about to begin their own 
field work interviewing and the class capitalizes on 
their need to know how to do an interview. A 
videotape of a client interview in a consumer case 
is used to focus the class discussion. This case is 
then developed and used in other classes through-
out the semester to discuss other lawyering activi-
ties. The class emphasizes the need to define 
objectives for the interview and to analyze what 
techniques are available to fulfill particular objec-
tives. But the class also introduces the importance 
of interpersonal relationships in lawyering. It 
begins the semester-long discussion of how this 
interpersonal element enters into lawyering trans-
actions. Finally, the class introduces the use of a 
particular skill-questioning which is followed across 
a spectrum of lawyering activities. 
In the first month of the semester, the con-
cepts that are discussed in the class on interviewing 
are developed and tested in various ways. In their 
field work, the students observe their supervisors 
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interviewing, they change roles and then conduct 
interviews themselves under close supervision. In 
addition, each student conducts a simulated inter-
view which is videotaped and reviewed by one of 
the supervisors. A final class on interviewing is 
held utilizing the student's taped simulated 
interviews. 
For counselling, negotiation, complaint-draft-
ing and discovery, a series of classes similar to that 
described for interviewing are offered. First, a law-
yer's work product is discussed; then, the students 
perform the specific task, in real cases and simula-
tions, and their performance is evaluated both in 
individual meetings and classes. By the end of the 
semester, each student will have performed three 
videotaped simulations: an interview, a negotiation 
Legal Assistance Office 19 
and a deposition, and will have drafted a com-
plaint and a set of interrogatories. 
The weekly seminars focus on the students' 
actual cases. Each week one or two students pre-
sent one of their pending cases to the seminar. 
The seminar group evaluates the student's work 
product and discusses how to proceed with the 
case. If feasible, a case is chosen that is relevant 
to what is being discussed that week in the large 
class. For example, after counselling is discussed in 
the large class, students present their own counsel-
ling problems to the seminar. Similarly, after com-
plaint-drafting is discussed in the large group, stu-
dents circulate drafts of complaints being done for 
their active cases. 
What follows is an example of the kind of 
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discussions these seminar classes can provide and 
how they link up real-world decision-making prob-
lems with more "academic" concerns: Our client 
had been fired from his job for excessive absentee-
ism. Because his last absence was excused and the 
company rules only referred to unexcused ab-
sences, there was an arguable claim for breach of 
contract that could be brought under §301 of the 
Labor Management Relations Act. However, to sus-
tain this claim, besides proving the breach of con-
tract, there were d ifficu It questions of whether the 
Union contract required exhaustion of grievance 
procedures. If the contract did require exhaustion, 
could the Union be found to have breached its 
duty of fair representation? Compounding these 
legal difficulties was the client who kept demand-
ing that additional time be spent on his case al-
though we felt that he was receiving more than his 
fair share of resources. 
Preceding the seminar session we passed out a 
description of the facts and several legal memos 
that had been written by the student. Since at that 
point in time we were agonizing over whether we 
had sufficiently meritorious suit to press forward, 
we asked the seminar to help us with our decision . 
First, the class discussed the legal issues posed 
in the memos which uncovered further areas of 
exploration. Second, we discussed the facts, con-
sidering whether there were contradictions, or 
whether there were theories that could reconcile 
the discrepancies. Third, assuming there were con-
tradictions in the facts, we considered our obliga-
tion at this stage of the case: Should we believe our 
client, even if his story was less credible, and file 
suits using discovery to get us more information? 
Or should we try to screen out " frivolous " suits? 
Fourth, we discussed the definition of a frivolous 
suit: Can any suit that turns on different facts be 
frivolous? How do law-uncertainty and fact-uncer-
tainty join to give an evaluation of a suit? Fifth, 
we compared the use of money in private practice 
to screen out lawsuits to those devices available in 
legal services (client's inclination, lawyer's judg-
ment, office policy, etc) Finally, our discussion of 
the role of a lawyer's judgment in screening out 
legal services cases returned us to our case. The 
student working on the case and I were questioned 
Legal Assistance Office 21 
about the possibility of our personal feelings influ-
encing our judgment about the case. Were we 
undervaluing the client's case because of negative 
feelings or over-compensating for fear that we 
might undervalue it? We then discussed, in the 
context of this case which illustrated the potential 
subjectivity of evaluations of cases as frivolous 
(and the potential intertwining of such evaluations 
with feelings about the client), whether legal se r-
vices had an obligation (ethical or constitutional) 
to provide a review procedure for a client if an 
individual lawyer refused to proceed with his/her 
case. (Subsequent to the time of this class, the 
Legal Services Corporation adopted regulations 
requiring local program to have a grievance pro-
cedure for clients) Finally, the student had to take 
what he learned from the seminar and re-think 
what he was going to do on his case for he not 
only had seminar questions to answer, but a real 
case presenting real questions. 
The structure of the program, then, is to have 
repeated movement back and forth between prac-
tice and theory, theory and practice Through this 
process it is hoped that students will be constant ly 
questioning and evaluating new data and perform-
ances and, therefore, learn not only " how to 
handle" the particular case he/s he is working on, 
but recognizing his/her lea rning patterns and what 
steps he/s he must take to arrive at decisions. Each 
case is important then, not only because of the 
substantive information, but for the lawyering 
questions which the case forces the student to 
raise and answer, and which can be generalized to 
other situations. It also is hoped that this comb ina-
tion of theory and practice will lead to the devel-
opment within law schools of studying different 
aspects of lawyering behavior as well as new 
teaching methodologies. It has been over 100 years 
since the age of Langdell, and it is time to begin a 
new age of inquiry. 
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The faculty 
Vice-Dean Phyllis W. Beck has 
been appointed a member of the 
Governor's Justice Commission, 
Philadelphia 
Regional Planning 
Council. In 
September, 1978, she 
was appointed a member of the 
Humanities Council of the Public 
Broadcasting Corporation. 
Mrs. Beck appeared as a 
panelist on the television show: 
Issues and Answers, where she 
discussed the Bakke decision. In 
July, she participated in the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania Summer 
Institute on Women's Studies, 
"The Duty of Financial Support 
Among Famify Members." She 
spoke to the subject, "Implement-
ing Bakke" for The College Board 
Association in August and partici-
pated on a panel "Law, Business 
and Medicine" for the University 
of Pennsylvania Women's Center. 
In November, for the Villanova 
University General Honors Pro-
gram, Mrs. Beck delivered a lec-
ture entitled, " Trends in Domestic 
Relations. " 
She reviewed the book, 
"Haven in a Heartless World, " by 
Christopher Lasch, in X II Family 
Law Quarterly 147 (1978). 
Professor Paul Bender is the co-
author of the second volume of 
the book, Political and Civil Rights 
in the United States, published by 
Little-Brown Company, dealing 
with constitution and statutory 
rules relating to equal protection 
and discrimination. The first 
volume, which was published in 
1976, deals with the First Amend-
ment, Rights of Privacy, Rights of 
Special Groups such as prisoners, 
mental patients, etc., and with 
civi I rights I itigation. 
Mr. Bender serves as a Re-
porter and Senior Advisor to a 
Panel on American Foreign Policy 
and Human Rights, created by the 
United Nations Association of the 
United States. Panel members 
include William Coleman, Jr., 
Hon. Louis H. Pollak, Professor 
Louis Henkin and Chief Judge 
Bazelon of the U.S. Court of 
Appeals for the D.C. Circuit. 
He has been serving as coun-
sel to Senator Robert Morgan of 
North Carol ina, who is an inter-
venor in the Japanese Electronics 
antitrust I itigation, and has 
recently become counsel for the 
ACLU in Roe v. Casey, a case in 
the U. S. District Court in Phila-
delphia, challenging abortion 
funding rules. Bender testified for 
the ACLU before a committee of 
the Pennsylvania House of Repre-
sentatives in support of the pro-
posed constitutional amendment 
to give the District of Columbia 
representation in the Congress. 
He also testified before the 
United States Senate Judiciary 
Committee in support of legisla-
tion to overrule or modify the 
Supreme Court's decision last 
term in Zurcher v. Stanford Daily, 
which permitted police searches 
of newspaper offices. 
Mr. Bender spoke to the 
15th anniversary meeting of the 
Lawyers Committee for Civil 
Rights Under Law on the signifi-
cant legal developments at last 
year's Supreme Court term. In 
July, he published an article in 
the Philadelphia Inquirer on the 
significance of the Bakke case. 
This fall, Professor Bender taught 
a course in the Continuum Pro-
gram of the College of General 
Studies on the Supreme Court and 
the Resolution of Current Politi-
cal Controversies. 
He is working with Professor 
Ralph Spritzer as counsel to the 
Pennsylvania Court Administrator 
in Philadelphia Newspapers v . 
Jerome. (For details of this case, 
see Professor Ralph S. Spritzer.) 
Stephen B. Burbank, General 
Counsel to the University and 
Lecturer in Law, was elected to 
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the American Law Institute in 
1977. He holds an Andrew W. 
Mellon Foundation/Aspen Insti-
tute for Humanistic Studies 
Fellowship for 1978-1979. Mr. 
Burbank spent August of 1978 in 
Aspen, where he participated in a 
workshop on the adversary 
process . 
Professor Daniel I. Halperin, on 
leave from the Law School as 
Treasury Legislative Counsel in 
Washington, D.C., was the guest 
speaker at the spring meeting of 
the Tax Section of the Philadel-
phia Bar Association. 
Professor George L. Haskins 
delivered a paper in absentia 
before the Societe D'H is to ire du 
Droit, which met at Antwerp, Bel-
gium, on Backgrounds in Self-
Government of Representatives in 
the English parliament and New 
England colonies in the 17th 
Century. In early summer he 
attended the meeting of the 
Anglo-American Historical Con-
ference in London . As duly 
appointed town official of Han-
cock, Maine and serving on the 
Executive Committee for the 
Town's Sesquicentennial Celebra-
tion, he delivered an opening 
introduction on that occasion. He 
also co-authored A History of 
the Town of Hancock, 1828-1978 
(published, Ellsworth, Maine, 
1978). Mr. Haskins is a University 
Seminar Associate (for "Law and 
Social and Economic Change") at 
Columbia University. 
Professor Haskins' assign-
ment for Volume II of the U.S. 
Supreme Court History ("John 
Marshall: Foundations of Power" ) 
is completed and has been 
approved by Editor-in-Chief Paul 
A. Freund, of the Harvard Law 
School, for speedy publication by 
Macmillan (New York, 1979). In 
the autumn he was elected to 
membership in the Societa lntern-
azionale Tommaso D'Aquina 
(Rome), and later received a 
personal invitation to present a 
paper on comparative law at 
Bucharest in 1980 before the 
Romanian Asociatia de lstorie 
Comparative a lnstitutelor. In 
November, 1978, he delivered the 
annual address of the Colonial 
Society of Pennsylvania, the sub-
ject: " Towards New Horizons: 
Aspects of the Legal Rights of 
Women in Colonial America." 
Professor Howard Lesnick was 
appointed by Governor Milton J. 
Shapp as a member of the Penn-
sylvania Commission for Women. 
Professor A. Leo Levin delivered 
The Mayer Lecture at the Uni-
versity of Iowa on November 9th 
on the subject The Challenge of 
The Faculty 23 
Changing Appellate Procedures. 
Assistant Dean Arnold J. Miller 
has written three brief reviews of 
law books which will appear in a 
forthcoming issue of Law Books 
in Review, a quarterly 
publication. 
Assistant Dean Christopher F. 
Mooney delivered a lecture at St. 
Joseph's College on the Bakke 
decision and one at Cabrini Col-
lege on Civil Religion and the 
American Social Conscience-
both in November. 
Professor Emeritus Clarence 
Morris's new book- Torts Practice 
Handbook, 1978, #1-Modern 
Defamation Law, was published 
by The American Law Institute 
and The American Bar 
Association. 
Professor Louis B. Schwartz is 
acting as consultant to the Senate 
Judiciary Committee on Criminal 
Law Reform and Access to Jus-
tice, and as consu Ita nt to the 
Federal Trade Commission . He 
testified before the National 
Commission to Review Antitrust 
Law and Procedures in October 
and was a participant-commenta-
tor in a Conference on Antitrust 
Law and Economics at the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania Center for 
the Study of Organizational 
Innovations in November. Mr. 
Schwartz was a panelist in the 
William 0 Douglas Inquir y into 
the State of Individual Freedom 
of The Center for the Study of 
Democratic Institutions; he served 
as a panelist in a public workshop 
on Media Concentration spon-
sored by the Federal Trade Com-
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mission; and he was a panelist at 
a Conference on the Federal Bar 
Association Antitrust and Briefing 
Conference entitled The Rule of 
Reason Under Recent Supreme 
Court Decisions. All of these 
pearances took place in 
December. 
Mr. Schwartz completed the 
manuscript for the second edition 
of the Law Enforcement Hand-
book for Police in November. 
Hon. Louis H. Pollak, former 
Dean of the Law School, deliv-
ered a speech entitled Courts and 
Liberty: Can judges Protect us 
from Ourselves or was Learned 
Hand Right? as part of the Phila-
delphia Bar Association Profes-
sional Education Committee's 
Enrichment Program. 
In June, Judge Pollak 
accepted an honorary degree at 
Seton Hall University's Law 
School Commencement on 
behalf of Sydney Kentridge, the 
attorney from South Africa who 
represented the Biko Family at 
the Inquest. Mr. Kentridge is to 
be the Law School ' s 1979 Roberts 
Lecturer. In the photo are Judge 
Pollak, Archbishop Peter Gerety 
of the Archdiocese of Newark, 
New Jersey, and Robert T. Conley, 
President of Seton Hall 
University. 
Professor Ralph R. Smith has con-
tinued his activities in the area of 
affirmative action and has pre-
sented papers or lectured at the 
University of Minnesota, the Lon-
don School of Economics, Van-
derbilt University, and in various 
forums at the University of Penn-
sylvania. Mr. Smith presented a 
paper entitled "The CLEO 
Summer Institute: A Success Story 
by Any Measure" at the 1Oth 
anniversary celebration of CLEO, 
the Council of Legal Education 
Opportunity, in Washington, D.C. 
He also delivered the 80th Anni-
versary Celebration Address at 
Saint Andrew's Presbyterian 
Church in Nashville, Tennessee. 
His remarks dealt with "The 
Crisis This Time: The Bakke Case 
and Threat to Affirmative Action 
and the Historically Black 
Colleges" 
Professor Ralph S. Spritzer and 
Professor Paul Bender are repre-
senting Pennsylvania trial judges 
in three related cases in which 
various news media have chal-
lenged the constitutionality of a 
Pennsylvania Rule of Criminal 
Procedure authorizing trial judges 
to close pretrial suppression hear-
ings to the public and the press 
The cases-Philadelphia 
Newspapers, Inc. eta/. v. Hon. 
Dominic D. jerome eta/., and 
companion cases-arouse out of 
applications to mandamus Com-
mon Pleas judges who had 
ordered closure of suppression 
hearings at the request of the 
defendants in three sensational 
murder cases. The Rule was sus-
tained by the Supreme Court of 
Pennsylvania, and an appeal by 
the media is now pending before 
the United States Supreme Court. 
The cases are similar to a New 
York case-Gannett Co. Inc. v. 
Hon. Daniel A. DePasqua/e-that 
is also pending before the U.S. 
Supreme Court and was the sub-
ject of the final argument in the 
Law School ' s Keedy Cup competi-
tion held on November 16th. 
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'08 Leon J. Obermayer was 
awarded the honorary degree of 
Doctor of Laws at the Drexel Uni-
versity commencement exercises 
this past june, 1978. 
'27 Philip W. Amram has 
been decorated by the French 
Government as Commander of 
the Order des Palmes Acade-
miques, the highest academic 
decoration awarded by the 
Government 
'31 F. Eugene Reader was 
presented the Dickinson School 
of Law "adopted Alumnus" 
Award by the General Alumni 
Association. Mr. Reader was cited 
for "outstanding service to the 
Dickinson School of Law as pro-
fessor of law since 1932, as a 
scholar in the complex field of 
corporate law, as an outstanding 
contributor to the law as a pro-
fession." Now semiretired, Reader 
was a partner in the Harrisburg, 
Penna., firm of Rhoads, Sinon & 
Reader. 
A wing of the Law School 
of Hebrew University in jerusalem 
was dedicated in honor of 
Bernard G. Segal last january, 
1978. Mr. Segal was also elected 
first vice-president of The Ameri-
can Law Institute at the 55th 
annual meeting in May, 1978. 
'35 Louis J. Goffman, a 
partner in the Philadelphia firm of 
Wolf, Block, Schorr & Sol is-Cohen, 
Alumni bne~ 
has become president of the 
Pennsylvania Bar Association . 
25 
'39 Hon. Roy Wilkinson, Jr. 
received the honorary degree of 
Doctor of Laws at the Dickinson 
School of Law commencement in 
june, 1978. To enhance his distin-
guished legal career, judge 
Wilkinson was appointed, in 1970, 
one of the original judges of the 
Commonwealth Court for the 
State of Pennsylvania. 
'40 Francis H. De Lone is 
the 1978-79 Chairman of the 
Philadelphia United Fund. 
Frank C. P. McGlinn of 
Haverford, Penna., is now vice-
president for marketing at West-
ern Savings Bank, Philadelphia. 
He was previously vice-president 
for marketing and public rela-
tions at The Fidelity Bank. 
'41 Marvin Comisky, 
managing partner in the Phila-
delphia firm of Blank, Rome, 
Klaus and Comisky, has been 
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elected to the Board of Directors 
of the Philadelphia Geriatric 
Center. 
Michael C. Rainone is 
secretary of the Philadelphia Trial 
Lawyers Association. He is also a 
member of the Tricentennial 
Commission 1982 " Philadelphia 
Council for Progress," and the 
Cardinal's Committee of the Laity 
Lipman Redman of Wash-
ington, D.C., was elected chair-
man of the American Bar Associ-
ation's Section of Taxation. He is 
a parnter in the firm of Melrod, 
Redman and Gartlan, Washington, 
D.C. 
Paul A. Wolkin, executive 
director of the American Law 
Institute-American Bar Associ-
ation Committee on Continuing 
Professional Education, was 
elected executive vice-president 
of The American Law Institute at 
the organization's 55th meeting. 
'4 7 G Ioria P. Thomas has 
been appointed chief of the 
Domestic Relations Branch of the 
Family Court Division of Philadel-
phia's Court of Common Pleas. 
Before assuming her new duties in 
early December, Ms. Thomas was 
the chief probation officer for the 
Domestic Relations Division of 
Luzerne County Courts in 
Pennsylvania. 
'48 Mitchell W. Miller, a 
partner in the firm of Jenkins, 
Miller & Jenkins, has been ap-
pointed to the Consumer Bank-
ruptcy Committee of the Ameri-
can Bar Association. 
john F. Rauhauser Jr. was 
awarded an Honorary Doctor of 
Humane Letters degree by York 
College of Pennsylvania this past 
May. 
'49 William F. Hyland, 
former Attorney General of the 
State of New Jersey, became a 
senior partner in the Newark, New 
Jersey firm of Riker, Danzio, 
Scherer, Debevoise & Hyland, 744 
Broad Stereet, Newark, New Jer-
sey, 17102. Mr. Hyland has been 
appointed chairman of the New 
Jersey Sports and Exposition 
Authority and serves as a director 
of the United States Tobacco 
Company. 
Peter M. Ward, a partner 
in the New York firm of Chad-
bourne, Park, Whiteside & Wolff, 
has been elected Vice-President 
and Director of the Legal Aid 
Society of New York City 
'50 Frederick littleton, 
former General Counsel to The 
Fidelity Bank, has formed a part-
nership under the firm name of 
Littleton and Anderson, The Sugar 
Refinery, 225 Christ Church Walk-
way, Philadelphia, Pa. 19106. 
john S. Reynolds has been 
elected vice-president of the 
Insurance Company of North 
America (INA) International 
Corporation. The company was 
formed to broaden INA Corpo-
ration's base and market share in 
international insurance markets; 
it manages the international 
operations and other subsidiaries 
and affiliates of INA Corporation . 
'51 Hon. Norma l. Shapiro 
was invested as Judge of the 
United States District Court for 
the Eastern District of Pennsyl-
vania on September 29, 1978. She 
was a former partner in the Phila-
delphia firm of Dechert, Price & 
Rhoads . 
'52 Milton P. King earned 
the status of Diplomats of the 
Court Practice Institute at the 
Advanced Trial Advocacy Sem-
inar this past summer. Mr. King is 
a partner in the Philadelphia firm 
of Pechner, Sacks, Dorfman, 
Rosen & Richardson. 
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jack L. Van Baalen has 
been Professor of Law at The 
University of Wyoming since 
197 4. Prior to that he was a part-
ner in the firm of Wolf, Block, 
Schorr and Sol is-Cohen, Phila-
delphia 
'54 Hon. Samuel M. Lehrer 
of the Philadelphia Municipal 
Court and his law clerk, Hillel 
Lewis, have published a legal 
memorandum entitled "The Pre-
liminary Hearing in Pennsylvania" 
which appeared in the October 
1978 issue of the Pennsylvania 
Bar Association Quarterly. 
john F. Salisbury of 
Stamford, Connecticut, is General 
Counsel for National Distillers 
and Chemical Corporation, New 
York. 
'58 Allen G. Schwartz is 
the Corporation Counsel of the 
City of New York . 
'59 john j. Lombard, Jr. 
of Philadelphia is a member of 
the House of Delegates of the 
Pennsylvania Bar Association. 
He is associated with the firm of 
Obermayer, Rebmann, Maxwell & 
Hippe! 
'60 E. David Harrison of 
Washington, D.C. received the 
decoration of Cavaliere Ufficiale 
in the Order of Merit to the 
Italian Republic in recognition of 
the legal services performed by 
him on behalf of the I tal ian 
Embassy. 
Richard S. Hyland of 
Cherry Hill, New jersey, has been 
appointed Judge of the Camden 
County District Court. 
'61 Anthony S. Leidner of 
New York City was elected vice-
president and general counsel of 
Inter-Continental Hotels Corpora-
tion, a subsidiary of Pan-American 
World Airways. He will continue 
as secretary of Inter-Continental 
and as special counsel in Pan-
American 's legal department. 
'64 Paul D. Pearson 
became a partner in the firm of 
Hill & Barlow, 225 Franklin Street, 
Boston, Massachusetts . For the 
fall semester, he has been teach-
ing the third year of a seminar on 
divorce and custody in the 
extension division of the Boston 
Psychoanalytic Society and 
Institute. Mr. Pearson has also 
been reelected for a three-year 
term to the Board of Managers of 
the Massachusetts Chapter of the 
American Academy of Matri-
monial Lawyers, a board on which 
he has served since 1975. 
Earl B. Slavitt has formed 
a professional corporation with 
Ronald A. Tash for the practice of 
law under the firm name of Tash 
and Slavitt, Ltd., One North La 
Salle Street, Suite 1615, Chicago, 
Illinois, 60602. 
Alan Steinberg has pub-
lished a work for the Bureau of 
National Affairs, Inc ., entitled: 
"The Contested Cash Tender 
Offer: Practical , Economic and 
Legal Considerations of the 
Offeror." 
'66 Richard D. Steel has 
become a partner in the firm of 
Wasserman, Orlow, Ginsberg & 
Rubin, Suite 636 Public Ledger 
Building, 6th & Chestnut Streets, 
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Philadelphia, 19106. The firm also 
has offices in Washington, D.C., 
New York, and Newark, New 
jersey. 
'67 Robert A. Levin has 
written an extraordinary novel 
under the name of Bob Levin 
entitled, The Best Ride to New 
York. Sections of the book, which 
was published in its entirety by 
Harper & Row this past Sep-
tember, have appeared as short 
stories in the "Massachusetts 
Review," in the "Caro lina 
Quarterly," and in "The Pushcart 
Prize: Best of the Small Presses 
Anthology." This same section 
was chosen as one of the five 
best stories of the year by the 
Coordinating Council of Literary 
Magazines and rece ived honor-
able mention in "Best American 
Short Stories, 1977/' 
Stephen P. Norman has 
been appointed Vice-President-
Corporate Office and has been 
elected Senior Assistant Secretary 
of American Express Company. 
Mr. Norman was formerly that 
company's Counsel and Assistant 
Secretary. He presently lives in 
Rye, New York. 
Norman Pearlstine, after 
51h years in Asia as The Wall 
Street Journal Tokyo bureau ch ief 
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and as managing editor of The 
Asian Wall Street Journal, has 
joined Forbes Magazine as an 
executive editor. He is based in 
Los Angeles and is responsible for 
supervising the magazine's cover-
age of the western United States 
and the Asia-Pacific regions. 
'68 David H. Lissy, of New 
York, has been named assistant to 
the president of United Brands 
Company. Mr. Lissy served as 
Special Assistant for Domestic 
Affairs to President Gerald R. 
Ford, was Special Assistant to 
Secretary of State William P. 
Rogers, and has also served as 
Executive Secretary of the 
Department of Health, Educa-
tion and Welfare. 
Jan Benes Vlcek has 
become associated with the firm 
of Gardner, Carton & Douglas, 
1120 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., 
Suite 325, Washington, D.C. Mr. 
Vlcek was formerly associate 
minority counsel to the commit-
tee on interstate and foreign 
commerce, and counsel for regu-
latory policy to the ad hoc com-
mittee on energy of The United 
States House of Representatives. 
'69 Gerald V. Niesar is a 
co-founder of the firm N iesar, 
Moody, Hill & Massey, Spear 
Street Tower, Suite 2501, One 
Market Plaza, San Francisco, Cali-
fornia, 94105. 
David Richman has 
become a partner in the firm of 
Pepper, Hamilton & Scheetz, 123 
South Broad Street, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, 19109. 
'70 William J. Frutkin has 
become associated with the firm 
of Spector, Cohen, Hunt & Rosen, 
29th Floor, 1700 Market Street, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 19103. 
Alexander Kerr has become 
a partner in the firm of Pepper, 
Hamilton & Sheetz, 123 South 
Broad Street, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, 19109. 
John J. Mclaughlin has left 
the New York and Palm Beach 
law firm of Schulte & McGoldrick, 
where he was a partner for 3 
years, to become the Director of 
the Office of New York Finance 
for the United States Treasury 
Department. The Office is respon-
sible for the monitoring of the 
recently enacted $1.65 billion 
federal guarantee program for 
New York City indebtedness. 
'71 Charles J. Bloom, 
Michael W. Freeland, Jeffery C. 
Hayes, A. Carl Kaseman, and 
Laurence Z. Shiekman have 
become partners in the firm of 
Pepper, Hamilton & Sheetz, 123 
South Broad Street, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, 19109, as of Sep-
tember1, 1978. 
Andrew Jay Schwartzman 
has been appointed Executive 
Director of the Media Access 
Project, a Washington, D.C. pub-
lic interest law firm which repre-
sents national and local groups 
concerned with improving public 
participation in the debate over 
important news and public affairs 
issues. Mr. Schwartzman served 
previously with the United States 
Department of Energy. 
E. Clinton Swift, Jr., has 
become a partner in PCM Associ-
ates, Inc., an international 
management consulting firm 
headquartered in Philadelphia 
'72 Warren J. Fekett is 
associated with the firm of 
Friedman and Shaftan, 21 East 
40th Street, New York, 10006. 
E. Ellsworth McMeen Ill is 
a partner in the firm of LeBoeuf, 
Lamb, Leiby & MacRae, 140 
Broadway, New York, 10005 as of 
January, 1979. 
Richard B. Price is a part-
ner in the international manage-
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ment consulting firm PCM Associ-
ates, Inc., Philadelphia. Mr. Price 
also published an article in the 
September-October 1978 edition 
of The Bankers Magazine, touch-
ing on a fundamental legal dis-
tinction between European and 
American banking . 
'73 Alan Shakin and 
Patricia T. Shakin are the parents 
of a new daughter, Jessica Ellen. 
'7 4 Steven Berk has been 
elected to the Board of Directors 
of the Philadelphia Psychiatric 
Center, having previously served 
as its legal counsellor. 
Robert Klothe, an attorney/ 
advisor for the Civil Aeronautics 
Board, is among a select group of 
mid-career executives chosen for 
participation in the President's 
Executive Interchange Program. 
Designed to foster improved rela-
tions between the private and 
public sectors, the Program 
selects 50 to 75 high calibre 
middle management executives 
from both sectors for this inter-
change. Mr. Klothe will spend his 
Interchange year with the Union 
Pacific Railroad in Omaha, 
Nebraska. 
Stephen D. Kramer of 
Syosset, New York, is now with 
the firm of Loeb, Block , and 
Wacksman. He was formerly 
Assistant Attorney General of the 
State of New York. Mr. Kramer is 
President of the University of 
Pennsylvania Association of New 
York City, is counsel to the River-
side Theater and Workshop, and 
serves as a director of the Long 
Island Baroque Ensemble. 
Gail Lione Masse of 
Atlanta, Georgia, was elected 
Secretary of the Younger Law-
yers Section of the State Bar of 
Georgia. She currently practices 
with the Atlanta firm of Hansell , 
Post, Brandon & Dorsey. 
Peter T. Pinnola is the 
managing attorney of the North-
east Philadelphia office of the 
Legal Services Center. 
'7 5 Myles J. Horn has 
become associated with the firm 
of Cowan, Liebowitz & Latman, 
P.C., 200 East 42nd Street, New 
York, 10017. 
Lee Bucheit has published 
a book entitled Succession: The 
Alumni Briefs 29 
Legitimacy of Self-Determination 
for the Yale University Press . 
James D. Morris has been 
appointed an Assistant Attorney 
General in the central offi ce of 
the Department of Environment al 
Resources of the Commonwea lth 
of Pennsylvania . He was formerly 
the Managing Attorney of Legal 
Services of Northeastern Pennsyl-
vania, Inc ., in Wilkes-Barre, 
Pennsylvania . 
'76 Louisa Smith Mygatt is 
the Direct Mail Chairman for 
Planned Parenthood of South-
eastern Pennsylvania . 
'78 Ellen B. Fishman is an 
Assistant Corporation Counse l in 
the General Litigation Divisi on for 
the City of New York . M s. Fish-
man is living in Manhattan. 
John E. Rosenberg has 
formed a partnership under the 
firm name Rosenberg & Kavji an, 
10 North Church Stree t, W es t 
Chester, Pennsylvania, 19380. 
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30 
The Painting 
Once the commotion had subsided and there 
was agreement on the painting's definitive inter-
pretation, Penn Law Students declined the offer of 
Philadelphia art student, Bo Bartlett, to hang his 
work in the School. The painting, which measured 
7 feet by 12, was said to have depicted the artist's 
denouncement of capital punishment and society's 
indifference to the issue. Gary Gilmore is seated at 
the right of the painting awaiting execution while 
the artist, arm outstretched, indicates the situation. 
The clothed woman, the nude, indifferent figure, 
and the child cupping its ears, represent the artist's 
statement that society has fallen from innocence 
and, from lack of concern, can no longer differen-
tiate right from wrong. 
Professor Noyes Leech, who oversees the Law 
School ' s art collection, agrees that the painting's 
trial run provoked healthy debate and controversy 
throughout the Law School Community. However, 
comments expressing outrage and dislike at the 
subject matter of the work far exceeded those 
approving it so, as Mr. Leech stated, "we felt we 
shouldn ' t keep it." 
What cannot be denied is that the painting's 
presence for a time engendered welcome relief to 
daily pressures and anxieties. 
Reunions, Etc. 
The Class of 1928 held its 50th Reunion this 
past spring; the Class of 1933 celebrated its 45th at 
the Locust Club on June 9, 1978; and the Class of 
1938 held its 40th Reunion, also in the spring The 
Class of 1953 celebrated its 25th anniversary since 
graduation from Law School on December 9th at 
the Penn Mutual Tower in Philadelphia. 
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End Notes 31 
In Memoriam 
'03 Morris Wolf, Philadelphia, PA October 26, '31 William R. Bready, Ill, Gladwyne, PA 
1978 July 16, 1978 
'08 C. H. Bracken, Pittsburgh, PA October 9, Earl A. Brubaker, Lebanon, PA January 22, 
1978 1978 
'10 D. Hays Solis-Cohen, Philadelphia, PA 
Myron Jacoby, Philadelphia, PA 
October 18, 1978 
October 11, 1978 
George P. Schmidt, Wilkes-Barre, PA 
'11 Fred T. Fruit, Sharon, PA April 25, 1978 March 27, 1975 
'12 Walter Boehm, Hutchinson, KS October 18, George Schwartz, Plymouth Meeting, PA 
1977 Apri I 27, 1978 
'13 Ralph S. Croskey, Bryn Mawr, PA April 24, '33 Frederick J. Scott, Sarasota, FL March 14, 
1978 1978 
J. Julius Levy, Scranton, PA September 6, '34 Sidney Lappen, Pottsville, PA May 5, 1978 
1978 Wessell Sprecher, Norristown, PA 
'14 Benjamin Levintow, Philadelphia, PA February 25, 1978 
May 3, 1978 '35 Emanuel Laster, Scranton, PA September 2, 
'15 Arnold Blumberg, Philadelphia, PA 1977 
April 21, 1978 '36 William G. Gemerling, Ill, Lancaster, PA 
'17 Albert L. Katz, Philadelphia, PA August 1, 1978 
October 11, 1978 '37 Hyman Goldberg, Silver Spring, MD 
'21 J. Montgomery Forster, Saint Davids, PA January 20, 1978 
June 18, 1978 Norman P. Harvey, Flourtown, PA 
'22 W. Meade Fletcher, Jr., Washington, DC 
August 2, 1978 
Ernest R. VonStarck, Downingtown, PA 
May 6, 1978 
May 19, 1978 
'24 Sigmund Steinberg, Philadelphia, PA 
'41 Mr. Louis C. Hano, Trenton, NJ October 16, 
August 10, 1978 
1978 
'25 Benjamin F. Kutcher, Philadelphia, PA Norman 0. Ranz, Gaithersburg, MD 
June 25, 1978 April11, 1978 
Hon. J. Colvin Wright, Bedford, PA April 28, '43 John R. Gaughan, Harrisburg, PA April 6, 
1978 
1976 
'27 Herman Eisenberg, Philadelphia, PA 
'47 Victor J. O'Brien, Bryn Mawr, PA May 15, 
June 22, 1978 
1978 
G. Robert M . Taylor, Philadelphia, PA 
'48 WalterS. Peake, Corry, PA October 16, August 31, 1978 
'28 Ralph S. Ritter, Westport, CT December 9, 
1978 
1976 '51 Robert J. Crowley, Rumson, NJ April17, 
1978 
'29 Louis Sherr, Merion Station, PA August 4, 
Leonard J. Paletta, New Kensington, PA 
1978 
May 21, 1978 
'30 Stanley J Goesswein, Philadelphia, PA 
'52 Harry N. Moran, Jr., Norristown, PA 
February 27, 1978 
February 11 , 1978 
Samuel H. High, Jr. , Rydal , PA June 30, Marion D. Patterson, Jr, Hollidaysburg, PA 
1978 
July 2, 1978 
Clarence Mesirov, Narberth, PA July 18, 
1978 '78 Carl Schlein, Metuchen, NJ October 2, 1978 
Elias Magi!, Philadelphia, PA August 7, 
1978 
Reuben Miron, Philadelphia, PA 
February 14, 1977 
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Morris Wolf 1883-1978 
Morris Wolf, Law School Honorary Doctor of 
Laws recipient and alumnus of the Class of 1903, 
passed away this fall at age 95 . 
Mr. Wolf, together with former State Supreme 
Court Chief justice Horace Stern founded , in the 
early years of this century, the renowned Phila-
delphia firm which is today Wolf , Block, Schorr 
and Solis-Cohen. 
A world-traveller and scholar, he was fluent in 
the French, Italian and German languages and read 
books in Latin for relaxation. Mr. Wolf was a col-
lector of historical documents and artifacts and, in 
1971 , presented the Law School with a six-page 
letter written by Thomas jefferson outlining a 
course of reading to prepare a young man for the 
study of law. The gift was given to honor the 
appointment of Bernard Wolfman, a former part-
ner in Wolf's firm, as Dean of this Law School. 
Mr. Wolf's dynamic and colorful " all-around 
law practice
" 
was enhanced by his varied and 
innumerable civic , charitable, educational and gov-
ernmental involvements, which were the hallmark 
and tradition of his long, highly-respected career. 
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